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Abstract

Recommender Systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions

for items to be of use for users. These suggestions are offered as ranked lists of

items, where the top items in the recommendation list are considered to be the most

interesting.

Researchers have developed collaborative filtering recommender systems, recom-

mending products based on the interests of the similar users, content-based recom-

mender systems, recommending products with the similar content and their combin-

ations - hybrid systems. However, most existing content-based recommender systems

rely only on the syntactic representation of the product data, which leads to syntactic

limitation due to ambiguity of human language. These systems are unable to detect

semantic connections and find associations between syntactically different words.

Such recommenders produce a lot of too obvious recommendations, leading to

the situation that many related but not similar products remain undiscovered. Too

obvious recommendations decrease users’ satisfaction with the recommender system

and corresponding with the product or service provider.

In order to provide items, which are related and not only similar to the given

product and to increase users’ satisfaction, this thesis suggests to interlink products

via Linked Open Data connections. In this way, semantic relatedness between

products can be defined and better recommendations can be returned. A posit-

ive side effect of this approach is the possibility to influence the level of products’

similarity/diversity and to give explicit reasons for generated recommendations.

In this thesis, the hypothesis ‘a content-based recommender system, which uses

Linked Open Data can provide better recommendations than traditional non per-

sonalised content-based recommender systems‘ has been proved by implementing a

prototype based on a novel approach and evaluated with comprehensive user study.
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Zusammenfassung

Ein Empfehlungssystem ist ein automatisches Verfahren, das ausgehend von dem

Nutzerverhalten und Nutzerinteressen einem Nutzer für ihn interessante Produkte

oder Dienstleistungen anbietet. Diese Empfehlungen werden als geordnete Listen

ausgegeben, wobei die am besten geeignete Empfehlungen am Anfang einer Liste

stehen.

In der Industrie und in der Forschung unterscheidet man zwei große Gruppen von

Empfehlungssystemen. Auf einer Seite stehen die kollaborative Empfehlungssysteme,

die Empfehlungen basiert auf der Nutzerähnlichkeit anbieten. Auf der anderen

Seite sind die inhaltsbasierte Empfehlungssysteme, in denen Produkte auf Basis von

Produkteigenschaften empfohlen werden.

In den meisten existierenden inhaltsbasierten Empfehlungssystemen ist es nur

möglich syntaktische Produkteigenschaften zu vergleichen. Die Mehrdeutigkeit der

menschlichen Sprache führt dazu, dass solche Systeme nur sehr ähnliche Produkte

empfehlen können.

Die wirklich interessante Produktempfehlungen, die aber nicht syntaktisch ähn-

lich sind, bleiben unentdeckt. Zu offensichtliche Empfehlungen verringern die Nutzer-

zufriedenheit und darausfolgend das Vertrauen zum Produkt oder Serviceanbieter.

Um Produkte zu empfehlen, die komplementär und nicht nur ähnlich sind, wird in

dieser Arbeit vorgeschlagen, Produkte mit Hilfe von Linked Open Data miteinander

zu verbinden. Auf diese Weise können semantische Ähnlichkeiten zwischen Produk-

ten definiert werden und folgend bessere Empfehlungen erzeugt werden. Eine posi-

tive Nebenwirkung dieses Verfahrens ist die Möglichkeit den Ähnlichkeitsgrad von

empfohlenen Produkten zu beeinflussen. Außerdem können die Gründe für eine Emp-

fehlung angegeben werden, was das Vertrauen in das Empfehlungssystem erhöht.

In dieser Arbeit wurde folgende Hypothese untersucht: ‘Ein inhaltsbasiertes

Empfehlungssystem mit dem Einsatz von Linked Open Data kann bessere Empfehlungs-

qualität liefern als traditionelle inhalstbasierte Empfehlungssysteme‘. Mit einer um-

fassenden Evaluation wurde die Hypothese bestätigt.
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Chapter 1

Motivation

In 1993 the American business analyst Joe Pine introduced a concept of Mass Cus-

tomization[Pine, 1993]. According to his theory, industry should move from mass

production of standardized goods, ‘where standardized products, homogeneous mar-

kets and long product life and development cycles were the rule‘ to the new world,

‘where variety and customization supplant standardized products‘.

To achieve the goal of Mass Customization the number of products in shops

should be also significantly increased. World Wide Web (WWW) and e-commerce

made it possible to store at a single place hundreds of thousands of products satisfying

every possible need for every customer. However, ‘the explosive growth and variety

of information available on the Web frequently overwhelmed users, leading them

to make poor decisions‘ [Ricci et al., 2011]. The availability of choices, instead of

producing a benefit, decreases users satisfaction.

This information overload problem makes it very difficult for the customer to find

required products and for the shop provider to present his products in the best way.

A way to overcome the information overload problem and to make mass custom-

ization more advantageous for e-commerce providers and their customers is the use

of automatic recommender systems.

Recommender systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions to

various decision-making processes, such as what items to buy, what music to listen

to, or what online news to read [Ricci et al., 2011]. Recommender systems utilize the

users preferences by pointing a user towards new, not-yet-experienced items that may

be relevant to the users current task. Such systems apply statistical and knowledge

discovery techniques to make an item recommendation during a real-time customer

interaction with the system. Nowadays, recommender systems are widely used in

a growing number of different domains in the WWW, deployed on thousands of

different sites, serving billions of customers. E-coommerce providers such as Amazon1

1http://www.amazon.com/

http://www.amazon.com/
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use recommender systems to suggest products, YouTube 2, SoundCloud3 and Netflix4

use such systems to recommend content their users could be interested in. Research

in recommender systems is very important for commercial provider. They force it

by providing some motivational challenges such as Netflix Prize5 in which Netflix

awarded a million dollar prize to the team, which will be able to improve Netflix

existing recommender system and to return recommendations that are 10% more

accurate than Netflix own algorithm.

Recommender systems in e-commerce have multiple advantages for service pro-

viders as well as for service users [Ricci et al., 2011]. For service providers recom-

mender systems help:

• to increase a number of items sold. This is the most important reason for

service providers to invest into recommender systems. In general, the goal

for introducing recommender systems by service provider is to increase the

conversion rate of its users. The conversion rate is a number of users that

accept recommendation and consume an item, compared to the number of

shop visitors.

• to sell more diverse items. Recommender systems enable users to find items

that are hard to find without recommendation. Service provider are interested

in selling all articles and not just the most popular.

• to increase a number of cross-selling products. Recommender systems provide

information about items bought together with purchased item. Also they can

improve cross-selling by suggesting additional products related to products the

customer has purchased in the past.

• to increase a number of up-selling products. Service providers may influence

users purchasing decisions by providing the products of higher quality and

therefore more expensive than the products the customer are interesting in.

• to increase customer loyalty by creating a value-added relationship between the

shop and the customer. Customers return back to the service best satisfying

their requirements. The more a customer uses a recommender system - the

more loyal he/she will be to the site. ‘Even if a competitor were to build

the exact same capabilities, a customer . . . would have to spend an inordinate

amount of time and energy teaching the competitor what the company already

knows ‘ [Pine, 1993].

2http://www.youtube.com/
3http://www.soundcloud.com/
4http://www.netflix.com/
5http://www.netflixprize.com/

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.soundcloud.com/
http://www.netflix.com/
http://www.netflixprize.com/
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• to understand user needs. Service providers may decide to re-use the knowledge

about their users for a number of other goals, such as better customizing their

product inventories.

Customers can also benefit from a good recommender system [Ricci et al., 2011].

To satisfy customer needs a recommender system can help:

• to find some good items. A recommender system propose to its user some items

as ranked list with predictions of how much the user would like them.

• to recommend items depending on the context. The system analyses current

situation and recommends items, which the user could be interested in.

• to recommend a sequence or a bundle. User could be interested in purchasing

the sequence of items together (e.g. TV series, books) or buy a bundle of some

items, which could fit to each other (e.g. cloth, jewelery)

The most known and used recommendation techniques in research and in in-

dustry refer to a one of the following classes: collaborative filtering, content-based,

knowledge based and demographic filtering. These approaches can be combined in

different ways to a hybrid system to overcome their specific limitations [Vekariya and

Kulkarni, 2012]. However, all of these techniques have a ‘lack of intelligence‘ because

they suffer from natural language ambiguity. This leads to such problems like syn-

onymy (multiple terms with same meaning) and polysemy (multiple meanings of the

same term).

In this thesis, the question was investigated ‘how can content-based recommender

systems be improved using semantic and Linked Open Data knowledge representa-

tions and whether they are better than the traditional non personalised content-based

recommenders‘.

1.1 Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview over different

recommender systems techniques used in research and in industry with their advant-

ages and limitations. Furthermore, it is discussed why the recommendation algorithm

accuracy is not the best metric to evaluate the quality of recommendations. Chapter

3 gives an overview over the Semantic Web and Linked Open Data. Additionally,

different semantic measures, their cognitive models and based on that calculation

strategies known in research, are introduced.

An overview of existing semantic measures and the state of the art in the recom-

mender systems research is provided in chapter 4. The e-commerce partners, who
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provided the data, are introduced in chapter 5. The proposed approach for calcu-

lating product similarity based on Linked Open Data and proving the hypothesis is

presented in chapter 6. Chapter 7 gives an overview over the implementation process.

The implemented algorithm is evaluated in a comprehensive user study and com-

pared against existing recommendation solutions of the partners. An overview over

evaluation techniques and presentation of user study results are given in chapter

8. Future work and a discussion of the results are provided in chapter 9. Finally,

chapter 10 concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Recommender Systems

Recommender Systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for

items to be of use for the user. These suggestions are offered as ranked lists of items,

with the assumption that the best ranked item is the most interesting item for the

user.

Recommendation can be personalised, where each user or user group gets different

recommendations dependent on their preferences, constraints or behaviour history,

such as purchasing, clicking, searching, ranking, liking etc. In addition, there are

also non-personalized recommendations. In this case the recommendation is based

only on current context situation and not taking into account the history information

about user’s behaviour. However, this information is not always available, especially

for new customers or new products. This decreases the quality of recommendations.

To accomplish the goals introduced in the previous chapter, recommender sys-

tems use various kinds of data and external knowledge sources. Some recommender

systems use simple and basic data, such as user’s ratings/evaluation for items. Other

systems are more knowledge depended. They use implicit knowledge extracted from

other knowledge representation data sources, such as ontological information to build

semantic connections between items, or explore social relations and activities of users.

In any case, data, which is used for recommender systems, belongs to one of

three kinds of objects: items, users and transactions (i.e. relations between users

and items).

Items (or products) are objects that a service provider wants to recommend

to his user. Items are characterized by their complexity (data structure, number

of attributes) and their value for the user. The value of an item is positive if the

item is useful for the user or negative if the user is not interested in the item. To

recommend good items, recommender systems use properties and attributes of the

item. For instance, in movie recommender system such attributes could be actors,

director, genre, etc. Moreover, it is possible to extract implicit information from

item description or attributes as its semantic relationships with other concepts not
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explicitly mentioned in the item itself.

Users (or customers) may have diverse goals and characteristics. They can be

expressed in different ways depending on the task and recommendation technique. In

recommender systems that use collaborative filtering technique, users are modeled as

a list of evaluation ratings, which they gave to purchased/interested products in the

past. In demographic recommender systems, social and demographic attributes, such

as age, profession, gender, are used. Users can also be described by their behaviour

patterns (e.g. browsing, clicking, purchasing) or their social relationships to others.

Transactions are data objects that store relations between users and items. Trans-

actions may include an explicit feedback that the user has provided or implicit user

behaviour. Transactions have to include references to a particular user, particular

item, time and type of the transaction (e.g. viewing, evaluation, purchasing). One of

important components of a transaction is the context. E.g. the reason, why the user

has viewed or purchased the item. Unfortunately, extraction of context is a difficult

part and it can be done only by analysing the whole user’s behaviour.

Domain knowledge is extra information, which the system knows about the do-

main. This information is expressed as a set of functional dependencies showing

relations between similar entities. They can be extracted whether from user or item

description or attributes. Domain knowledge can be used as part of the system itself

or be used as an extra service. The largest existing semantic open knowledge source

is Linked Open Data (LOD), which is introduced in chapter3.2.

2.1 Recommender Systems Classification

Most of the existing recommendation techniques can be classified by type of recom-

mendation, degree of personalisation and degree of automation [Schafer et al., 1999].

Figure 2.1 summarizes the recommendation techniques and information sources they

use.

The degree of automation spreads from manual to automatic. Manual recom-

mender systems require an explicit customer input to look for. The customer gives

input of the item he/she is looking for as a key word or set of item characteristics and

the system returns a number of required or similar to required items. In difference

to that, automatic systems generate recommendations without explicit effort by the

customer. When the customer visits a product site or just browses the Internet, the

system can offer products, which are similar to his/her former purchases or his/her

area of interest.
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Figure 2.1: Recommendation Techniques with data sources [Burke, 2007]

The degree of persistence defines whether the system captures and process in-

formation, which is known from the past customer sessions. The persistence level

in recommender systems spreads from ephemeral to persistent. Ephemeral systems

recommend products independently on former customer purchases. Persistent re-

commender systems capture information from previous sessions and give item re-

commendations based on current and historical information about the customer.

The degree of personalization defines the individuality level of the generated re-

commendations. Non-personalized recommendations are based on ratings of products

entered by other customers. In the most cases they are automatic and ephemeral, be-

cause the system does not use neither information from current, nor former customer

sessions. Every customer gets the same recommendations for the same product. Us-

ing demographic personalization users in the same demographic group get the same

recommendations. Contextual recommendations depend only on current activity of

the user.

The type of correlation defines types of the elements, which are used for building

the recommendation matrix. Item-to-item correlation systems are based on items,

which a customer has expressed as interesting. The interest can be implicit by putting

an item to the customer’s basket or explicit by liking an item in a social network or
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giving a positive feedback. User-to-user correlation systems use correlations between

the current customer and other customers, who have purchased the same items to

recommend products. For this case the customer is classified by his demographic

characteristics to a special group and he gets product recommendations depended

on this group.

The system designed in this thesis is classified as automatic, ephemeral, non-

personalised, item-to-item, content-based recommender system.

According to the recommendation techniques the systems are divided into collab-

orative filtering (and their refinement social filtering), content-based, demographic fil-

tering, knowledge based and their combinations hybrid recommenders. These classes

are introduced in next section in more detail.

2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering

The simplest way to do recommendations is to provide items to the user that other

users with similar preferences liked in the past. The similarity between users is

calculated by comparison of their rating history. According to Sarwar et al. [2000]

this approach is also ‘the most widely used and extensively studied recommender

system technique today‘ and it is used in many of the most successful recommender

systems on the Web (e.g. Amazon, Reddit1, YouTube, etc).

Collaborative filtering is based on the premise: if a user u1 is interested in items

w,x and y, and a user u2 is interested in items w,x,y and z, then it is likely that the

user u1 will also be interested in item z [Szomszor et al., 2007].

This approach implements a graph of so called neighbours, which have connec-

tions to the target customer. The graph is created based of the user’s preferences

and his ratings of already purchased articles and ratings of other users. If a user

buys an item that has been bought by a number of other users in combination with

some other items, those items will be recommended by the system.

Sarwar et al. [2000] divide the collaborative filtering process into three sub-tasks:

representation of input data, neighborhood formation and generation of recommend-

ations.

The representation of input data sub-task is used to bring the purchasing data

to a basic format used by the next steps. The output data is represented as a

customer-product matrix.

The neighborhood formation sub-task analyses the connections between other

neighbourhood customers in the graph to find similar other customers. The main

goal of this step is to find for each customer ui an ordered list of customers N =

{n1, n2, ..., nl} such that nx ∈ N u /∈ N and sim(u, nx) is maximum. The output of

this step is n × n similarity matrix. After that, the correlations between customers

1http://www.reddit.com/

http://www.reddit.com/
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are calculated and the ratings for each item ik purchased by the customers highly

correlated with ui are aggregated.

In the final step, generation of recommendations the set of customers from the

previous step is processed as input and top−N products are returned.

2.1.2 Content-based

The content-based algorithms recommend products that have similar content to the

given product. These algorithms do not need to be trained on user preference rat-

ings like collaborative-filtering algorithms, which recommend articles that users with

similar tastes like.

If user u1 is interested in products w, x, y, there is a high probability that he

will be interested in product z, which has the same/similar characteristics to the

products w, x, y.

This approach uses product feature database and a database where ratings of

past user’s purchases are stored (fig. 2.1).

Content-based algorithms use data mining techniques [Schafer et al., 2001] to

extract implicit but useful information from product databases. This information is

then used to create association rules X ⇒ Y between a set of co-purchased products.

An association rule between two product sets X and Y says that if there are some

products from set X in transaction T there is a strong likelihood that products from

set Y are also in T [Sarwar et al., 2000].

In the next step, association rules are used to create top-N recommendations,

which the customer hasn’t purchased yet but, which fulfil as many association rules

as possible.

2.1.3 Knowledge-based

The knowledge-based recommendations use predefined domain specific knowledge

about how item features meet users needs and preferences and how useful is the

item for the user (fig. 2.1). This information is expressed as a set of functional

dependencies between item attributes and domain knowledge database. Knowledge-

based recommender systems can be divided into case-based and constraint-based.

Case-based systems calculate similarity between items based on user’s requirements,

which can be fulfilled by a particular item. Constraint-based systems contain explicit

rules about how to relate customer requirements with item features.

2.1.4 Demographic Filtering

The demographic filtering approach uses personal demographic information about the

user and compares it with demographic information of other users to find users with

similar demographic characteristics. In this way users are clustered to demographic
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groups. Ratings of users from the same group are used to provide recommendations

(fig. 2.1). While ‘this approach is often used and quite popular in the marketing

literature, it is of little interest in recommender systems research‘ [Ricci et al., 2011].

2.1.5 Community-based

A special type of collaborative filtering recommendation is the community-based

approach. In this case the neighbourhood formation is based not on the common

interests with other users but on the social relations the users have with each other.

Under this approach, there is an observation that ‘people tend to rely more on recom-

mendations from their friends than on recommendations from similar but anonymous

individuals‘ [Sinha and Swearingen, 2001]. This approach is highly investigated in

research due to the growing popularity of social networks. Nevertheless, ‘The re-

search in this area is still in a growing phase and results of system performance are

contradictory‘.

2.1.6 Hybrid

Hybrid recommender systems use combinations of two or more approaches to improve

the recommendation performances.

Burke [2007] introduces several strategies for combining recommendation tech-

niques to hybrid recommendations in his paper. In the weighted approach, scores of

different techniques are combined numerically. By using the switching approach, the

system chooses between different components depending on the situational charac-

teristic. Mixed hybrid recommenders present recommendations from different tech-

niques together. Feature combination combines features retrieved from different

knowledge sources to a single recommendation algorithm. Feature argumentation

strategy uses output of one strategy as input of other strategy. Finally, in cascade

strategy the recommendations made by one technique are improved by an other

technique.

2.2 Limitations of Recommender Systems

The recommendation approaches introduced above have several important limita-

tions, which are mentioned in this section.

The new user cold-start problem occurs, when a new user is registered to the

system. Consequently, there is not enough information about his/her interests and

history purchases to build neighborhood relations with other users and make valuable

recommendations for him/her. This limitation is presented in personalised systems

using collaborative filtering and demographic approaches, because these approaches
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use user specific purchase information to make recommendations. As content-based

approach is independent from user’s data, it doesn’t suffer from new user cold-start

problem.

The new item cold-start problem occurs, when a new product is being registered

to the system. Nobody has purchased this product yet, so there is no information

about the users’ preferences and no users’ opinions about it. Therefore, until the

new item is rated by a substantial number of users, the system would not be able to

recommend it.

This problem is relevant for collaborative and demographic filtering. For knowledge-

based approach new item cold-start problem isn’t relevant, because it uses implicit

information generated from different sources and it is able to generate valuable re-

commendation even when there is not any known information about user preferences

and item ratings.

The data sparsity problem is deeply connected to cold-start problem. To make

valuable recommendations the system needs a great number of users, who have pur-

chased and evaluated small amount of items. So for every item there are a lot of

recommendations from different users. Therefore, good items clustering can be done.

In the real-world systems there are thousands till millions of users, who have

purchased only small amount of items. As a result, a user-item matrix could be

extremely large and sparse.

In this case items, which are longer in the database and consequently have more

ratings will be recommended to the users more often than newer products with a

poor rating profile. Moreover, some domains (e.g. tourism), where products are

being purchased not so often have generally this problem.

The sparsity problem is from special relevance for collaborative filtering and

demographic filtering approaches, unlike the content-based ones.

The generalisation problem appears, when the recommender systems provide

recommendations based on general interests and are not able to provide recommend-

ations on special interests of users. For example, in demographic filtering the user

is being categorised to a special target group, which can describe him as a person

only roughly. If user’s interests were changed (f.e. steak-eater becomes vegetarian)

the system is not able to adapt its recommendations to the new user preferences.

Additionally, this problem occurs by situational purchases (f.e. book about earth-

quakes when big earthquake happens, buying a gift for somebody else). In this

case the purchase is saved in the purchasing history and it will influence all future

recommendations.
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The generalisation problem is especially relevant for collaborative filtering and

demographic filtering approaches.

The diversity and the domain dependency are from special relevance for

content-based and knowledge based approaches. In the most cases they generate

recommendations, which are similar to the purchased or viewed items and probably

of the same categories. This behaviour prevents discovery of new items by the

customers and decreases their satisfaction with the recommendation quality.

The scalability is a big issue for every approach introduced above with growing

number of products and users. Many systems need to react immediately to user

requirements, with large number of products and users, it is a big challenge.

The synonyms refer to the tendency of a number of the similar items to have

different names or entities. Most recommender systems are unable to handle this

situation and discover associations between syntactically different words.

2.3 Quality of Recommendations

The quality of recommendations is usually considered to be evaluated based on their

accuracy compared to the given product. The accuracy metric measures the ability

of algorithms to predict a user’s interest on unknown items.

However, as implied in section 2.2, a good recommendation is not always the

most accurate to the given one. Traditional accuracy metrics, such as mean average

error (MAE), precision and recall, can only partially evaluate a recommender system

[Tintarev and Masthoff, 2007]. In real case scenarios, there is a number of additional

factors that are more important for good recommendations than accuracy.

Figure 2.2 shows important factors for good recommendation.

On one hand there are properties describing what user may expect from a good

recommendation. On the other hand there are system properties, which a system

should have to increase user’s satisfaction and trust.

Diversification factor impacts the user satisfaction [Ziegler et al., 2005]. Users

don’t want to have only obvious recommendations, which are similar to those they

have already purchased. The reasons for decreasing customers’ satisfaction were stud-

ied in economics and are known as ‘law of diminishing marginal returns‘ [Stebbins,

1944]. According to this law, the value of a recommended product is decreasing by

offering it over and over again.

Ziegler et al. [2005] proved in empirical user studies that diversification factor

matter only until special threshold of ca. 40%. After that threshold human percep-
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Figure 2.2: Beyond accuracy [Ziegler et al., 2005]

tion is not able to capture the level of the diversity anymore. Thus, increasing of the

diversity remains unnoticed.

However, if recommended items are too different from the user’s interest, the user

will not be interested in purchasing them. Thus, the challenge is to find best balance

between similarity and diversity.

One way of calculating diversity is intra-list similarity [Ziegler et al., 2005]. This

metric shows how different items in one recommendation list by comparison of their

attributes. Other metric is the taxonomy-based similarity. In this case the similarity

between recommendation lists is calculated as a distance between hierarchical classes

in classification taxonomy.

Novelty and Serendipity characterise ‘non-obviousness‘ of recommendations.

One way to improve serendipity is to take average popularity of recommended items.

Lower scores denotes higher serendipity.

Context compatibility plays an important role for the users as mentioned in

previous sections. Good recommendations take care about context in which the

item is being purchased. For instance, holiday recommendations should be different

in winter and in summer. Or restaurant recommendations for Saturday evening with

friends or family should be different from those suggested for a workday lunch time

with co-workers.
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Perceived Accuracy is a subjective degree to which a user feels that the recom-

mendations satisfy his interests. Perceived accuracy may be different from calculated

accuracy and can be evaluated only by asking the user.

Beyond recommendation properties there is a number of system properties the

user could expect [Tintarev and Masthoff, 2007] [Ge et al., 2010].

Trust increases user’s confidence in the system. Users will return to recommender

systems, which they find trustworthy.

Transparency explains how the system works and what are the reasons of recom-

mendations that user receives.

Scrutability allows users to inform the system about bad recommendations to in-

crease the recommendation quality. The ability to influence recommendation quality

also increases users’ trust to the system.

Efficiency helps user to make decisions faster.

Effectiveness helps the user to make good decisions.

Satisfaction increases usability and enjoyment.

In this section the introduction to the recommender systems was given. The exist-

ing recommender systems are usually organized depending on their recommendation

techniques to one of the following classes: collaborative filtering algorithm, building

the neighborhoods between the current user and other similar users; content-based

approach recommending products similar to the given one; demographic filtering us-

ing personal demographic information of the users to find users similar to the given

one and knowledge-based, which uses predefined domain specific knowledge about

how item features meet users needs.

Due to the fact, that all recommender systems have their limitations, in the real

world applications they are usually combined to hybrid systems. The performance

of the recommender systems is usually measured based on the prediction accuracy

with the predefined ’ground truth’ dataset. However, the calculated accuracy is not

sufficient enough for good recommendations. Other parameters such as serendipity,

novelty, context compatibility, system trust, etc also influence the users’ satisfaction.

A good balance between similarity and diversity of recommendations is important to

help users to explore interesting products without overloading them with too obvious

recommendations.

The use of the Semantic Web techniques can help to avoid too obvious recom-

mendation by comparing the products attributes not only with regard to their syn-

tactic structure, but also by the semantic relatedness existing between these attrib-
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utes. The following section gives an overview of the existing Semantic Web techniques

and relatedness measures. This can help to increase the diversity between products

and to overcome the syntactic limitations of the existing approaches.
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Chapter 3

Linked Open Data and Semantic

Web

The products, which should be recommended, can contain structured attributes with

well-defined values, as well as unstructured textual descriptions. The textual de-

scriptions create a number of complications when extracting information from them,

due to the natural language ambiguity. The traditional keyword-based extraction

methods compare words by string matching and string similarity metrics, such as

Levenstein distance [Levenshtein, 1966], Hamming distance [Hamming, 1950], Soun-

dex [The National Archives, 2007] etc. All these metrics are based on a syntax

analysis and are unable to analyse semantic meanings of the words. String matching

methods suffer from following problems [Lops et al., 2011]:

• Polysemy. Words with multiple meanings may be wrongly matched as relevant.

• Synonymy. Different words with the same meaning may be wrongly matched

as irrelevant.

• Meronymy/Holonymy. Words, which are refinement or generalisation of con-

cepts may be wrongly matched as irrelevant.

• Missing Semantic Relatedness. Words, which are semantic related to each other

may be wrongly matched as irrelevant.

For instance, if a recommender system looks for books containing the word

‘Renaissance‘ in context of the Italian cultural movement (14-17th century)1, it may

also find products containing the word ‘Renaissance‘ in context of Neo-Renaissance

(cultural movement 19th century), 2 or even an English progressive rock band3, or

a novel by Raymond F. Jones (1944)4 (Polysemy).
1http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_Renaissance
2http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Renaissance
3http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_(band)
4http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_(novel)

http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_Renaissance
http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Renaissance
http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_(band)
http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_(novel)
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On the other hand, it will not find products containing the Italian name of

Renaissance5 (Synonymy).

Also, it will not find products, which contain generalisation or refinement of a

given concept such as ‘Italian culture‘ (Meronymy/Holonymy). Moreover, it will not

find products, which could be relevant but do not contain explicitly the word ‘Renais-

sance‘, such as ‘Michelangelo‘6 or ‘Florence‘7, etc (Missing Semantic Relatedness).

In order to achieve better ‘understanding‘ of semantic meaning of the term and

to explore semantic similarity, more advanced, representation strategies are required.

‘The Semantic Web has proved to be a useful data integration tool, facilitating the

meaningful exchange of heterogeneous data, particularly in areas such e-science and

medicine.‘[Szomszor et al., 2007][Research and Consulting, 2009] and it is considered

to be the solution for e-commerce.

The usage of Semantic Web data and concepts is a way to overcome the lim-

itations of the natural language ambiguity. In this approach additional external

knowledge bases such lexicons, taxonomies and ontologies are used to add semantic

meaning to the word. The word is being disambiguated dependent on context in

which it is used, so it can be mapped to an unambiguous semantic entity.

3.1 Semantic Web

Figure 3.1: Semantic Web Stack

Since origins of the World Wide Web the

founders of the Internet such as Tim Berners-Lee

and World Wide Web Consortium were work-

ing on technologies, which could make the In-

ternet useful not only for human-human com-

munication, ‘but also that machines would be

able to participate and help, enabling computers

and people to work in cooperation‘ [Berners-

lee, 1998]. The goal of the Semantic Web is

to provide meta information for data available

on the Web in such a way that the information

can be analysed and to interpreted automatic-

ally. The meta data can contains additional con-

textual information, which helps to understand and interpret the meaning of a word

or a phrase. This additional meta information can be entered explicitly by a content

provider or extracted implicitly from external data sources.

Figure 3.1 visualizes the architecture stack of the Semantic Web. Each object in

5http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rinascimento_italiano
6http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelangelo
7http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rinascimento_italiano
http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelangelo
http:://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence
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the Semantic Web has its unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and therefore

becomes an unambiguous semantic entity E = {e1, . . . , en}. Entities are connec-

ted in form of triples (subject-predicate-object) (e.g. ‘cat‘-‘subclassOf‘-‘mammal‘),

where subject and object are entities and predicate is a property, which represents

a relation between the subject and the object. The Semantic Web uses predefined,

universal and domain independent data languages in order to describe resources

and represent connections between entities. Extensible Markup Language (XML)8

provides basic syntax for expression of structured contents. Resource Description

Framework (RDF)9 provides vocabulary for expression of internal structure of entit-

ies and their connections in form of the RDF triples (subject-predicate-object). RDF

Schema (RDFS)10) is the extension of RDF used for describing properties and classes

of RDF-based resources. With Web Ontology Language (OWL)11 more complex se-

mantic structures, such as relations between classes (e.g. disjoints, negotiations),

cardinality, symmetry can be expressed.

An ‘ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization‘

[Borst, 1997]. Ontologies are constructed and connected to each other in a decent-

ralized manner to clearly express semantic contents and relations between entities.

Ontologies are mainly the combinations of elements such classes, properties, values,

relations etc.

Semantic Web data has a formal, uniform way for access RDF triples stored

on different linked data sources - SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

(SPARQL)12. In such a way even multiple data sources can be queried at once.

If unstructured text will be reduced to a set of unambiguous semantic entities,

which determine not syntactic structure but semantic meaning of the concepts, the

problem of polysemy is solved, because each semantic entity has only one meaning.

The problem of synonymy is solved because multiple words with same meaning map

to the same semantic entity. If these entities are connected to some ontological

structure the problems of meronymy/holonymy are solved. Finally, definition of some

semantic measure helps to find semantically related entities and solve the problem

of missing semantic relatedness.

3.2 Linked Open Data and DBpedia

Linked Open Data (LOD) is a community-based project 13 aiming to extend the

web with collaborative knowledge sources by publishing open datasets [Hitzler et al.,

8http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/
9http://www.w3.org/RDF/

10http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
11http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL
12http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
13http://linkeddata.org

http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
http://linkeddata.org
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Figure 3.2: Linked Open Data Network

2008], which are interlinked with RDF triples to a common global semantic network.

By September 2011 the Linked Open Data project had grown to 31 billion RDF

triples, interlinked by around 504 million RDF links 14.

In order to provide a domain decoupled way to enrich product data with semantic

information a LOD data source is required, which is large enough to contain inform-

ation about various domains. DBpedia as a central, large and best interlinked LOD

data source fits good for this purpose (fig. 3.2).

DBpedia15 is one of the main projects of the Linked Open Data community, which

‘focuses on the task of converting Wikipedia content into structured knowledge,

such that Semantic Web techniques can be employed against it‘ [Auer et al., 2007].

DBpedia is created automatically by converting Wikipedia content to RDF. It is

interlinked with other open datasets and can be completely downloaded for the third

part applications or accessed online using SPARQL endpoint services. The DBpedia

dataset describes 4.0 million entities classified in a consistent ontology (EDBpedia ⊆
E).

Each DBpedia entity has a various number of properties. Using RDF-triples

the entities are interlinked with other entities from various datasources. Thus,

the concept ‘Italy‘ has a semantic representation in English Wikipedia as http://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy and in English DBpedia as http://dbpedia.org/

14http://www.w3.org/wiki/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/DataSets/

Statistics
15http://dbpedia.org/About

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
http://www.w3.org/wiki/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/DataSets/Statistics
http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
http://www.w3.org/wiki/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/DataSets/Statistics
http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
http://dbpedia.org/About
http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
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page/Italy.

In order to be able to semantically compare two elements from the dataset D,

these elements are extended with semantic meta information. This can be made by

extraction of unambiguous semantic entities from them and by comparison of the

semantic similarity between these entities.

3.3 Named Entity Recognition

The process of extraction of unambiguous semantic entities from unstructured text is

called Named Entity Recognition (NER). It can be represented as a function, which

maps elements from the dataset D to a set of semantic entities E NER : D → E .

Named Entity Recognition is a complex process per se including tokenization,

stop-words removal, stemming, semantic disambiguation. Since NER is not part of

this thesis the DBpedia Spotlight Tool and Webservice 16 [Mendes et al., 2011] are

used for this purpose.

One of the main challenges of the Named Entity Recognition is disambiguation

of semantic entities considering given context. Using the DBpedia Spotlight Webser-

vice it is possible to send unstructured text and get back a set of DBpedia entities

EDBpedia, which are related to the words containing in the text. ‘The Webservice

provides additional entity scores such as prominence/support (how many times a

resource mentioned in Wikipedia), topical relevance (how close is a text to DBpedia

resource’s context) and contextual ambiguity (is there more than one candidate re-

source), confidence (how likely is it the resource was recognised correctly)‘ [Mendes

et al., 2011]. Additionally, it is possible to define whitelist or blacklist types and to

provide a customised SPARQL query for result filtering. In such a way the entity

recognition can be restricted to a number of specific domains .

3.4 Semantic Measures

In order to be able to find not only the entity itself, but also entities which are

somehow related to a given one, the entities are connected to a common semantic

network based on some semantic measures.

‘Semantic measures are mathematical tools used to estimate quantitatively or

qualitatively the strength of the semantic relationship between units of language,

concepts or instances, through a numerical or a symbolic description obtained ac-

cording to the comparison of information formally or implicitly supporting their

meaning or describing their nature‘ [Harispe et al., 2013].

These measures are expected to directly or indirectly characterize the semantic

meaning of the compared elements instead of purely syntactical description. They
16https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight/wiki

http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
http://dbpedia.org/page/Italy
https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight/wiki
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cluster concepts of the same or related meaning together and connect them with

each other. Consequently, purely string matching techniques mentioned above can

be avoided. Among the various notions associated to semantic measures there are

two, which are commonly used to represent connections between semantic concepts.

‘Semantic relatedness/unrelatedness determines the strength of the semantic in-

teractions between two elements without restriction regarding the types of semantic

links‘ [Harispe et al., 2013]. The more two concepts are related to each other, the

more frequently they co-occur together. For instance, the word ‘coffee‘ is more likely

to co-occur together with ‘sugar‘ than with the word ‘cat‘. And since it is common

to drink coffee with sugar and (the most) cats do not drink coffee, the word ‘coffee‘

is more related to the word ‘sugar‘ than to the word ‘cat‘. Thus, semantic related-

ness can be expressed as a probability of occurrence of concept a when concept b is

presented considering given context.

Semantic similarity/distance is a special case of semantic relatedness. It determ-

ines that two elements are related to each other by only considering taxonomical

relationships. In other words, semantic similarity between two elements is calculated

regarding the number and types of properties they share and properties, which are

specific only for one of them. The semantic similarity can be also expressed as a

probability that the concept a is intended when concept b is presented considering a

given context. For instance, cats and pet food are more related to each other than

cats and dogs, but the last pair is more similar.

3.4.1 Mathematical Characteristics of Semantic Measures

‘Determining the semantic similarity (or relatedness) of two concepts is an important

topic in research with long history in natural language processing, artificial intelli-

gence and psychology‘ [Resnik, 1995]. In the recent past, several approaches have

been discussed to address this problem, using methods of social analysis, machine

learning, semantic analysis etc.

Nevertheless, there is no common mathematical definition for semantic meas-

ures. Harispe et al. [2013] define semantic similarity and relatedness based on their

functional characteristics and not based on their calculations.

Semantic similarity is defined over a dataset D as a function: sim : D×D → R,
with R ⊂ R | R = [0, 1.0]. The function sim is symmetric sim(x, y) = sim(y, x)

and reflexive sim(x, x) = 1.0, where 1.0 determines the maximal similarity. Addi-

tionally, if semantic similarity is considered as a distance metric a triangle inequality

sim(x, y) ≤ sim(x, z) + sim(z, y) should be valid. The last property is not always

satisfied by different similarity measure calculation approaches, nevertheless these

approaches perform good in real world applications [Jain et al., 1999].

Mathematical definition of semantic relatedness refers to the definition of se-
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mantic similarity since the concept of relatedness includes the concept of similarity.

The relatedness function sim 7→ rel : D ×D → R has the same domain and range

like similarity functions. The difference is the type of properties, which are selected

for calculation. Whereas, in semantic relatedness calculation all types of properties

are used, in semantic similarity only taxonomical properties are taken into account.

3.4.2 Cognitive Models of Semantic Similarity

Semantic measures are highly related to human perception. In order to design a

better similarity measures a basic understanding of human cognitive system is re-

quired. Several authors define the human perception of similarity as purely artificial

[Tversky and Kahneman, 1986], [Goodman, 1972]. For instance, Goodman [1972]

dismissed ‘similarity as a slippery and both philosophically and scientifically use-

less notion [. . . ] as objectively, everything is equally similar to everything else.‘ It

happens because two random objects have infinite number of properties in com-

mon and infinite number of different properties (f.e. cats and dogs are both smaller

than 10m, 9.99m, . . . ). Thus, similarity can be measured only if some properties

are weighted higher than others. It is important to mention that similarity and

relatedness should be understood from the psychological point of view as a highly

subjective and context-sensitive process dependent on multiple factors such as cul-

tural and personal background of the person. It depends on multiple factors such as

personal experience and knowledge, situational context. For instance, ‘baggage‘ at

an airport checking station. ‘The spectator may notice shape, size, color, material of

luggage; the pilot is more concerned with weight, and the passenger with destination

and ownership. Which pieces are more alike than others depends not only upon what

properties they share, but upon who makes the comparison, and when‘ [Goodman,

1972].

Nevertheless, the psychological research has shown that inter-human agreement

on semantic similarity ratings is high (73-89 %). This fact has been proved in multiple

experiments [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965], [Miller and Charles, 1991].

Better understanding of human perception of similarity can be achieved through

studying of basic cognitive models used for expression of this mental process. Cog-

nitive models are organized in following classes:

Spatial or Geometric models introduced by Goodman [1972], consider objects

as vectors in cognitive multi-dimensional space and similarity is perceived based on

mental distance between these vectors . As mentioned above perception of similarity

is highly subjective and context-sensitive process. Geometric models have not any

parameters, which could influence the context-sensitivity.

Several psychological studies by Tversky and Kahneman [1986] have shown that

human perception of similarity is different from poor geometric mathematical defin-
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itions of Goodman [1972] in several cases. First of all, sometimes similarity is per-

ceived as asymmetric, because persons take into account not only properties, which

two objects share in common, but also properties which are individual for each of

them. For instance, most people will agree that a similarity between an ‘alive cat‘

and a ‘toy cat‘ is greater than otherwise because ‘alive cat‘ is more complex creature

than a ‘toy cat‘ and has more specific properties. In such a way, the expectation

of asymmetric similarity is incompatible with the mathematical properties of a dis-

tance, which is symmetric by definition. In addition to this Tversky and Kahneman

[1986] have presented empirical evidence that the geometric model of similarity does

not fulfill the triangle inequality |x + y| ≤ |x| + |y|. For instance, if objects ‘coffee‘

and ‘dog‘ have similarity of x and ‘cat‘ and ‘coffee‘ have similarity of y it does not

mean that similarity between ‘cat‘ and ‘dog‘ will be less than x + y.

Feature models introduced by Tversky and Kahneman [1986] can be defined

based on a feature set, which ‘describes any property, characteristic, or aspect of

objects that are relevant to the task‘ [Tversky and Kahneman, 1986]. For instance,

a ‘cat‘ may be represented by a set of features: alive, fluffy, domestic, mammal,

mewing etc and a ‘dog‘ will have features such as alive, fluffy, domestic, mammal,

barking. Thus, similarity is defined with a Tversky and Kahneman [1986]’s feature

matching function:

sim(u, v) = F (U ∩ V,U\V, V \U) (3.1)

with sim is the similarity relation, F some similarity calculation function, U the

features of u and V features of v.

In the example introduced above sim(′cat′,′ dog′) = F (4, 1, 1). Function F is

then set-based similarity function(e.g. Jaccard coefficient).

sim(′cat′,′ dog′) =
4

4 + 1 + 1
= 0.7 (3.2)

The function sim must fulfil several conditions. The most important conditions

are the matching condition and the monotonicity condition. Thus, if all features have

the same weight and two objects have the same number of common and different

features these two objects are equally similar (matching condition).

The monotonicity is achieved if the sim function has following properties:

sim(u, v) ≤ sim(u,w)⇒
U ∩ V ⊆ U ∩W

U\V ⊆ U\W
V \U ⊆W\U

(3.3)

Tversky and Kahneman [1986]’s approach can also deal with the context-sensitivity

of similarity measure in contrast to [Goodman, 1972]’s geometrical model, because

a set of features represented is only a subset of all properties of the object and it is

limited to a particular domain context.
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Figure 3.3: Structural approach example

Structural models are based on the assumption that objects are represented by

structured hierarchical representations. The similarity is calculated using comparison

of hierarchical structures of the objects. The more common categories the objects

share and the less abstract are these categories are the more similar are the compared

objects. For instance, ‘domestic animal‘ is less abstract category than ‘animal‘ be-

cause it contains less elements (s. fig. 3.3a). Consequently, based on this assumption

‘cats‘ are more similar to ‘dogs‘ than to ‘tigers‘. If classification is based on work of

Carolus Linnaeus than the similarity result will be different (s. fig. 3.3b).

Transformational models represent similarity as a transformational distance

between mental representations. It is expressed as a number of cognitive steps re-

quired to transform one element to another. It is similar to Levenstein’s distance

between words.

The introduced cognitive models of human perception have deep parallels between

each other. The fundamental differences between models rely on their mathemat-

ical characteristics such as symmetry, reflexivity, triangle inequality, etc. The un-

derstanding of human cognitive processes for determining strength of similarity is

significant for designing a good similarity measure.

Before starting with the design of a semantic measure for product recommenda-

tion system, the thesis will follow with the introduction of existing semantic measure

calculation approaches, their advantages and limitations. Harispe et al. [2013] has

summarized the state-of-the-art related to semantic measures. In the following sec-

tion 3.4.3 basic approaches for calculation semantic measures from this classification

are introduced.

3.4.3 Semantic Measure Calculation Approaches

The decision, which semantic measure to choose, is primarily depended on struc-

tural and statistical information available for analyzed data. In particular following

characteristics should be taken into account:

• Type of knowledge representation of data elements to compare:
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– unstructured/semi-structured (e.g. words, sentences, paragraphs, docu-

ments, plain corpora);

– structured - small number of possible values (e.g. concepts, group of

concepts, simple taxonomy, thesauri);

– semantic entities (e.g. DBpedia entities represented as RDF/RDFS) 17

– composite elements - elements containing multiple other elements of dif-

ferent types)(e.g. a product can consist both of unstructured, structured

and semantic components)

• Datatype of elements (numbers, strings, dates)

• Information extracted from the element analysis such as cardinality, distribu-

tion etc.

• Constraints and invariants available for the analyzed data

• For some attributes similarity measure already exists therefore it is usually

better to use them.

– Color distance

– Geometrical geospatial analysis for locations (e.g. Euclidian distance,

scalar product, cosine similarity)

– Difference for numbers

– Periods for dates

For unstructured/semi-structured elements following measures are defined:

Distributional measures

Distributional measures (s.fig. 3.4) rely on the distributional hypothesis, which con-

siders that words occurring in similar contexts in unstructured and semi-structured

texts tend to be semantically close [Harispe et al., 2013]. The context is defined

by the words surrounding it. Words are represented through the multidimensional

vector space model and rely on geometric cognitive model. All words build an n×n

co-occurrence matrix, which determines how often elements occur together in the

same documents. In calculation of distributional measures may be also following

optional components included:

• type weighting (not every type of component is weighted similarly)

• frequency weighting (different weighting for different occurrences)
17In this thesis semantic is considered as any declarative data representation, which has unam-

biguous resources and is represented as interconnected nodes. Also, semantic graph does not rely

on complex logical constructions such OWL, OWL DL, complex logic
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Figure 3.4: Semantic Measure Calculation Approaches

• dimension reduction techniques (methods used to reduce size of the matrix)

There are several ways to calculate distributional measures, which are highly

related to cognitive models introduced in section 3.4.2.

Spatial/Geometric approach - based on cognitive geometrical model compares

elements, which are defined as vectors in a multidimensional vector space. Two

elements can be compared regarding their location in this space as Euclidian distance,

Cosine similarity or a vector scalar product.

Fuzzy set-based approach - words are compared regarding the number of con-

texts in which they occur which are common and different. The comparison can

be made using classical set-based measures (e.g. Dice [Dice, 1945], Jaccard coeffi-

cient[Jaccard, 1901]). Additionally, weights for semantic measures can be taken into

account.

Probabilistic approach is calculated based on the term probability of co-occurrence.

It compares the number of cases when each term occur with a number of cases when

both terms co-occur together. The strength of relationship is calculated based on

probability calculation approaches such as maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) or

set-based similarity measures such as a Dice coefficient. This method can be used

to estimate the similarity regarding their first order co-occurrence(two words oc-

cur together in the same context). However, this method has strong limitation

because too similar words(such as synonyms) may not co-occur together. More ad-

vanced techniques, such as second-order co-occurrence, are necessary for deeper ana-

lysis. Second-order co-occurrence is created with first-order co-occurrence by matrix

transformations and dimension reduction techniques. Distributional measures have

following advantages

• Unsupervised, they can be used to calculate similarity or relatedness between

unstructured texts without any knowledge about data.
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And limitations:

• Words, which are being compared must co-occur at least few times or have

semantic relations with at least few other words.

• Syntactic limitations due to ambiguity of words. Therefore, difficulty to estim-

ate and to intuitively understand semantic similarity.

• Computational complexity is high for large text analysis.

Knowledge-based measures

Knowledge-based measures(s. fig. 3.4) rely on any structured form of knowledge

representation such as vocabularies, thesaurus, taxonomies, structured ontologies etc

from which semantic information for compared elements can be extracted [Harispe

et al., 2013]. These measures are based on analysis semantic graphs or on logic-based

semantics.

Semantic graph analysis approach consider knowledge representation as se-

mantic graphs and analysing their structural properties and interconnections. This

approach ignores logical constructors of higher levels of Semantic Web stack 3.1 such

as OWL, OWL DL, description logics. Semantic measures on graph analysis are

classified in following approaches:

Structural approaches rely on structural cognitive model introduced in section

3.4.2. The relatedness between two elements is calculated regarding the shortest path

interconnecting these elements in a graph (f.e edge-counting method). The length of

the shortest path is inversely proportional to the strength of relationship and is direct

proportional to the semantic distance of two elements. Thus, relatedness between

elements e1, e2 based on edge counting method can be calculated as [Resnik, 1995]:

simedge(e1, e2) = (2 ∗MAX)− [minc1,c2 len(c1, c2)] (3.4)

where len(c1, c2) is the length of the shortest path between concepts c1 and

c2 containing elements e1 and e2 correspondingly and MAX - maximal depth of

taxonomy. 2 ∗MAX is necessary to convert distance measure to similarity measure.

In case of semantic similarity calculation of the strength of relationships between

two elements based on the shortest path between these elements is not very conveni-

ent. Due to hierarchical structure of IS-A taxonomy, the path between these elements

can be long. Therefore, it is better to determine the most specific concept, which

includes these both elements and take the depth of this concept in the hierarchy for

similarity calculation [Resnik, 1995].
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For instance, the edge similarity between a ‘cat‘ and a ‘dog‘ can be calculated

as simedge(cat, dog) = 2 ∗ 3− 2 = 4 (s. fig 3.3a), whereas edge similarity between a

‘cat‘ and a ‘tiger‘ is simedge(cat, tiger) = 2 ∗ 3 − 4 = 2. Thus, ‘cats‘ and ‘dogs‘ are

more similar than ‘cats‘ and ‘tigers‘ based on the given taxonomy. If classification is

based on work of Carolus Linnaeus than the similarity result will be different (s. fig

3.3b).

Feature-based approach is associated with the cognitive feature model defined

by Tversky and Kahneman [1986] introduced above. Features can be characteristics

of an element, its ancestors in graph etc.

Entropy-based approach is based on definition of entropy introduced by Shan-

non [1948] in his information theory. The elements are compared according to in-

formation content their share. In such a way the more abstract is a concept, the

lower its information content. According to standard argumentation in information

theory [Ricci et al., 2011] information content of a concept c can be calculated as

negative logarithmic likelihood −log p(c). So based on this approach, the similarity

of two concepts c1 and c2 is calculated as maximal information content of a concept

c including concepts c1 and c2 at the same time [Resnik, 1995]:

sim(c1, c2) = maxc∈S(c1,c2)[−log p(c)] (3.5)

Hybrid approach - mixing of previous approaches.

Logic-based semantic approach rely on logic-based semantics, such as descrip-

tion logics. These approaches take into account logical constructions of higher degrees

of semantic stack (e.g. OWL, OWL DL, description logic) and compare elements on

a higher logical level. These measures rely in most cases on the feature-model intro-

duced by Tversky and Kahneman [1986].

Approaches using multiple types of knowledge representation .

Harispe et al. [2013] claim that ‘the problematic of ontology alignment and in-

stance mapping is a field of study in self‘. The techniques introduced above good fit

to find similar components in scope of equivalent elements defined in same knowledge

representations. For non-equivalent elements the similarity measures calculated from

them will be not directly comparable. Therefore, it is necessary to separate calcula-

tions of different knowledge representation types and normalize them to make them

comparable with each other.

To enable application of structured semantic measure approaches (such as knowledge-

based measures) on unstructured or semi-structured data the structured semantic
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information is extracted from the unstructured data with methods of Named Entity

Recognition as described in 3.3.

According to Harispe et al. [2013] knowledge-based measures have following ad-

vantages:

• They can be used to compare all structured types of knowledge representation.

The unstructured elements can be reduced to semantic entities using NER

techniques. Thus, these methods can be also applied for them.

• Better control of semantic relationships due to better definitions of semantic

based on ontological representations

and limitations:

• Require semantic knowledge representation data sources including elements to

compare.

• Domain independent semantic data sources are not universal enough to include

all possible domain specific elements.

• Overhead for creation domain specific knowledge representation source.

The results produced by the semantic approaches are aggregated and compared

with predefined threshold to estimate whether the similarity/relatedness result are

high enough to define mapping between them.

3.5 Limitations of Semantic Approaches

Harispe et al. [2013] claims that ‘there is no clear border distinguishing non-semantic

to semantic-argumented approaches[. . . ]. Some explanations can be found in the

difficulty to clearly characterize the notion of meaning‘.

Additionally, to the fact that different people may rank similarity of different

items differently, there are also some technical limitations and drawbacks of semantic

technologies. [Ahmed et al., 2012]

• The development of a domain specific ontology is a time consuming process,

which becomes very complex when there is a large amount of data to create or

to update.

• General ontologies are not specific enough to handle all required details of

specific domains.

• Domain specific ontologies are highly dependent on the domain, therefore lim-

ited reusable.
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• The quality of DBpedia data has several issues, because it is extracted from

crowd-sourced Wikipedia content. Entities can be mapped to wrong datatypes,

object values can be extracted incompletely, entities can be interlinked with

irrelevant content, some attribute values may be irrelevant, entity duplicates

may occur, etc [Acosta et al., 2013].

• Even with good Named Entity Recognition tools ambiguity of human language

is still an issue:

– Semantic context can be not recognized.

– Misinterpretation of semantic context can occur. For instance names in

text can be wrongly interpreted as objects, or vice versa (e.g., Baker vs.

baker), stop words can be wrongly interpreted as part of semantic entities

(over-specification), commonly used words can be interpreted as part of a

song, abbreviation can be misinterpreted, misinterpretation of locations,

etc.

In this section, the introduction to the world of Semantic Web was given. The

Semantic Web can help to overcome the common syntactic limitations of the most

existing recommender systems. Since semantic is a subjective, cognitive, perceptive

process an overview of the existing models for human understanding of semantics

was given. The semantic measures are based on the cognitive models and are clas-

sified in distributional measures relying on the local context of the words and in

knowledge-based hypothesis relying on some structured form of knowledge repres-

entation, such as taxonomies, ontologies, thesaurus, etc. The both introduced groups

of the measures have their advantages and limitations. In addition, the use of the

semantic measures have its price as an overhead with creating, updating and keeping

up to date the required semantic data.

The following section gives an overview of the state of the art in the semantic

measures and recommender systems.
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Chapter 4

Related Work

The definition of a good similarity measure is essential for the design of content-based

recommender systems. Semantic measures are widely used to estimate the strength

of the semantic relationship between elements of various types such as units of lan-

guage, entities, products, etc. They play an important role for the comparison these

elements according to their semantic interpretation. Calculating semantic measures

is a problem with a long history in artificial intelligence and psychology.

The prior works in this area were firstly focused on comparison of terms based on

their positioning in a taxonomy [Rada et al., 1989] [Resnik, 1995] [Jiang, 1997]. The

popularisation of the Semantic Web made the semantic analysis possible, which is

based on the complex ontological knowledge data sources, such as universal domain

independent WordNet1, Freebase2, DBpedia, or domain specific such as LinkedMDB

for movies3, DBtune for music4, etc [Leal et al., 2012] [Mirizzi et al., 2012].

Following sections introduced the mentioned measures in detail.

4.1 Semantic Similarity Calculation

The first approach for semantic similarity calculation in taxonomies was the edge-

based approach introduced by Rada et al. [1989]. Rada et al. [1989] suggested that

the similarity between two nodes in a taxonomy can be calculated as, intuitive un-

derstandable, the shortest path between these two nodes. The edge-based approach

performed well only in some domains, such as medical domains[Jiang, 1997] because

it relies on an assumption that distances in a taxonomy represent uniform distances.

In the broad domain independent taxonomies (e.g. WordNet or DBpedia) it is not

the case.

1http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
2https://www.freebase.com/
3http://linkedmdb.org/
4http://dbtune.org/

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
https://www.freebase.com/
http://linkedmdb.org/
http://dbtune.org/
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Resnik [1995] suggested to improve the approach introduced by Rada et al. [1989]

using information content instead of the edge length. In his approach each unique

concept represents a node in a multidimensional space, and edge represents a direct

association between two concepts. The similarity between these concepts is then

calculated as the information they share in common. The information content based

approach is not sensitive to the problem of different link types in contrast to the

edge-based approach[Jiang, 1997]. However, the information content based approach

doesn’t differentiate the similarity values of any pair of concepts in a sub-hierarchy

as long as their are subsumed by the same class.

Based on the limitations of the taxonomical approaches introduced above, Jiang

[1997] suggested to combine the both to a hybrid one. The combined model enriches

taxonomical edges with information content weights considering their density, depth

and link types.

Resnik [1995] and Jiang [1997] have tested their approaches using WordNet data-

base and by comparing them with the human ratings datasets provided by Ruben-

stein and Goodenough [1965] and Miller and Charles [1991].

The approach suggested by Resnik [1995] is used for the relatedness calculation

between product categories in the current work. The Jiang [1997]’s semantic measure

is used for the hierarchical part of the entity relatedness calculation.

Takale [2010] propose to calculate semantic similarity by comparison of snippets

retrieved from Wikipedia pages. In order to calculate similarity between two words,

for each word a Wikipedia page snippet is created. The snippet is created by re-

trieving a set of most frequently used key words, removing stop words, normalising

them by stemming and suffix stripping processes. In the final step, the authors

have calculated the similarity with the five different similarity measures: Jaccard

index[Jaccard, 1901], Dice coefficient[Dice, 1945], overlap coefficient, cosine similar-

ity, matching coefficient(number of shared words) and evaluated their results with

Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965] and Miller and Charles [1991]’s dataset. The

best correlation with the human ratings was achieved using Jaccard index(0.8), Dice

coefficient(0.8) and cosine similarity(0.79). The simple matching coefficient had the

worst similarity(0.65) compared to other measures.

Leal et al. [2012] suggested an approach for calculating semantic relatedness

between entities using the knowledge base of DBpedia. They define the relatedness

between two semantic entities as a number and depth of the paths on an ontological

graph extracted from DBpedia. The authors evaluated their approach on the Por-

tuguese music domain. For this case, they defined a set of properties, which they

considered as relevant for the domain with corresponding weights based on their

subjective perception.

The approach introduced by Leal et al. [2012] is similar to the entity relatedness

calculation used in the current work (s. sec. 6.4.3). The main difference is that
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Leal et al. [2012] were able to restrict their property set to the properties, which are

specific to the music domain (e.g. genre, instrument, current member, etc.), whereas

in the current work the restriction is not possible due to the domain independence

of the approach.

The semantic entity relatedness calculation used in the current work is closer

to the Mirizzi et al. [2012] approach, who suggested to use DBpedia to implement

exploratory search of related terms in IT domain. The authors introduced a hy-

brid ranking algorithm to rank relevance of DBpedia resource considering given

keyword. In particular, the researchers took the title, abstract, categories and

’owl:wikiPageLink’ properties from the DBpedia resources. The ’owl:wikiPageLink’

properties connect DBpedia entities with other entities, which co-occur in the same

Wikipedia page.

Additionally, to DBpedia the authors used external information sources such as

search engines and social bookmarking systems. For each pair of nodes, a query was

performed where the number of returned pages/resources for both nodes together

and for each node separately was determined. In the concluding user study, the au-

thors let 240 users to evaluate the quality of provided recommendations by ranking

them from 1 to 5. The recommendations were generated by combinations of different

approaches introduced above. The presented results have shown that the combin-

ation of DBpedia text and links analysis with external search engines and social

bookmarking system performs the best (3.9 avg ranking). The purely DBpedia text

and link analysis recommendation is rated averagely with 2.8. The purely external

information sources analysis is rated with 1.5.

4.2 Recommender systems

The study of recommender systems is relatively new in comparison to other inform-

ation systems research topic. The recommender systems emerged an independent

research area in the mid-1990s [Ricci et al., 2011].

Recommender systems is an active research area in the data mining and machine

learning areas. Some research conferences such as ACMRecSys5, ACM SIGIR(Special

Interest Group on Information Retrieval)6, User Modeling, Adaptation and Personal-

ization(UMAP)7, and ACM’s Special Interest Group on Management of Data(SIGMOD)8

have it as a topic.

In addition, the interest to the recommender systems is highly forced by the

commercial product and content providers such Amazon, YouTube, Netflix9, Tri-

5http://recsys.acm.org/
6http://sigir.org/
7http://www.um.org/umap2014/
8http://www.sigmod.org/
9https://www2.netflix.com/

http://recsys.acm.org/
http://sigir.org/
http://www.um.org/umap2014/
http://www.sigmod.org/
https://www2.netflix.com/
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padvisor10, IMDB11, etc.

One of the key events that motivated researchers to work on this topic was the

Netflix Prize12. Netflix is a movie recommendation system, which suggests movies

to a user based on the former user’s past movie ratings. From 2006 to 2009 Netflix

awarded a million dollar prize to the team, which will be able to improve Netflix’

existing recommender system and return recommendations that were 10% more ac-

curate than the existing. New algorithms have been developed for collaborative

filtering as a result of the Netflix prize. Lees-Miller et al. [2008] suggested to im-

prove movie rating prediction accuracy using external data from Wikipedia. They

have identified articles corresponding to the Netflix movies and calculated the movie

similarity based on the article content and hyperlink structure. After that they

have used this information to make predictions with k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)

algorithm [Altman, 1992] .

Sarwar et al. [2000] have evaluated the effectiveness of collaborative filtering

recommendation systems by modification of basic parameters, such as changing

the neighborhood size, experimenting with number of dimensions in the customer

product-matrix, experimenting with the neighborhood formation process, etc. Their

evaluation was performed using actual customer data from two different experimental

data sets Movie recommendation system MovieLens13 with 35000 users and 3000 dif-

ferent movies and e-commerce data from the Fingerhut Inc. with 6500 customers

and 23500 catalog products.

Szomszor et al. [2007] suggested to enrich movie collaborative filtering system

with collaborative tagging - folksonomies. The authors used user created keywords

from the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) and applied them to the test set extracted

from Netflix movie rating data containing the ratings of 500 randomly chosen users.

After that, they calculated the intersection of tag clouds from the user profile for

whom the movie should be recommended and other recommendation candidates

movies.

Several authors tried to improve the quality of collaborative filtering recommend-

ers by enriching them with social network information. The assumption is that the

customers are more likely to trust recommendations provided by people, which are

well-known for the customer than by unknown but similar customers. Whereas

Golbeck [2006] and Massa and Avesani [2004] haven’t found any significant perform-

ance improvement compared to traditional collaborative filtering approach, Groh

and Ehmig [2007] and Guy et al. [2009] have shown that social network data can

improve quality of recommendations.

10http://www.tripadvisor.com/
11http://www.imdb.com/
12http://www.netflixprize.com/
13http://www.movielens.org/

http://www.tripadvisor.com/
http://www.imdb.com/
http://www.netflixprize.com/
http://www.movielens.org/
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Ziegler et al. [2005] assert that ‘most collaborative filtering systems work properly

if information density is high, i.e., large numbers of users voting for small numbers

of items and issuing large numbers of explicit ratings each‘. Purely content-based

recommender systems are less common. Lops et al. [2011] claim that there are ‘no

content-based recommender systems able to exploit advanced semantic text repres-

entation, such as semantic relatedness, text categorization and retrieval, for learning

profiles containing references to world facts [. . . ] It seems a promising research area,

not yet explored‘.

Nevertheless, several researches were done in this area.

Mirizzi et al. [2012] introduced a semantic content-based movie recommendation

system recommending movies to the user leveraging the knowledge from the Linked

Open Data, in particular DBpedia and LinkedMDB14(semantic version of the Inter-

net Movie Database IMDB). The approach is implemented in form of a Facebook

application. This has an advantage that the classical new user cold-start problem

can be avoided by retrieving movie preferences from the Facebook profile of the user.

The similarity between movies is calculated using the Vector Space Model (VSM).

Each movie is seen as a vector, whose components refer to the term frequency -

inverse document frequency approach. The similarity between two movies is the

correlation between two vectors calculated as a cosine of the angle between them.

Damljanovic et al. [2012] have implemented a Linked Data-based concept recom-

mendation system in Open Innovation scenario (OI)15. The concept recommendation

can help users to discover right topics related to an innovation problem. The authors

have proposed two Linked-Data based algorithms for concept recommendation and

topic discovery. A structure-based approach based on exploration of the semantics in

an RDF graph using hierarchical(categories) and non-hierarchical(transversal) con-

nections.

4.2.1 Hybrid Recommenders

Ziegler et al. [2005] overcame the basic limitations of content-based and collaborative

filtering recommenders by combining them to a hybrid system. Firstly, for the given

user his/her neighborhood relations of most similar other users are calculated. The

authors model users by interest score vectors. The interest scores are determined

using topics taken from the Amazon.com product classification taxonomy. This

approach differs from the classical collaborative filtering approach, where users are

represented as product-ratings vectors. The additional advantage of this approach is

that the topic diversification techniques can be applied to the result set and therefore,

the intra-list diversity can be increased.

14http://linkedmdb.org/
15http://www.openinnovation.net/

http://linkedmdb.org/
http://www.openinnovation.net/
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In order to evaluate their approach, the authors have used data, obtained from

All Consuming16, an open community addressing people interested in reading books

and the Amazon.com book taxonomy. In the concluding user study they compared

the performance of the described hybrid approach with the Sarwar et al. [2000]’s

purely collaborative one. The evaluation results shown that the enrichment of a

purely collaborative filtering with taxonomical meta information can bring significant

performance improvement.

16http://www.allconsuming.net(unavailable on the 20 Sept. 2014)

http://www.allconsuming.net
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Chapter 5

Customer Data Source

Two e-commerce companies, Melovely1 and Naturideen2 have provided their product

databases for research, development and evaluation purposes of the current approach.

In the following chapter the partners data is provided and it is discussed how

concrete domain peculiarities influence the introduced approach.

Both web shops, Melovely and Naturideen are built on basis of Magento e-

commerce platform3. Therefore, their product and customer databases have similar

structures, which makes it possible to unify the data extraction for both partners.

5.1 Melovely - Designer Jewellery and Accessories Web

Store

Melovely is a German retailer company, which specialised on selling designer jew-

ellery articles and accessories. Their main idea is to provide a common platform

for small and middle-sized designers producing unusual and uncommon jewelery and

accessories. Thus, consumers can purchase articles to underline their individuality

and be confident that nobody else will have similar product.

5.1.1 Melovely Attribute Statistics

Melovely shop has 2326 distinct products. A typical Melovely product is represented

in figure 5.1. For this domain the following product attributes are relevant: title,

description, custom product attributes and categories, to which the product belongs

to.

The domain specific product attributes in this domain are: gender, product color,

product material, manufacturer, style, etc. These attributes should be relevant for

product and significant for the consumer buying decision. Not every attribute is

1http://www.melovely.de/
2http://www.naturideen.de/
3http://magento.com/

http://www.melovely.de/
http://www.naturideen.de/
http://magento.com/
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Figure 5.1: Melovely example product

of the same relevance for the consumer. For instance, the gender by selection of

jewelery and accessories is more important than color. Moreover, gender attribute

can be even an excluding attribute in this domain because consumers looking for

products for women are usually not interested in products for men. So, it might be

not a good idea to have products for different genders in one recommendation list4.

For some consumers color, style and material are more important than manufacturer,

other consumers could look for articles of a special manufacturer. Therefore, custom

attributes should be selected and weighted by a domain expert, who knows the

best consumer behaviour for concrete domain. The following analysis of the data

distribution can help to better understand the Melovely’s data.

The graph 5.2 shows the specific attributes for the Melovely domain. The number

of distinct values for particular attribute is given in parentheses right to the attribute

name. The bars represent how many attributes of a given type has each product in

the dataset.

There are 2326 Melovely products. Every product has one name and description

(not shown in the figure). Besides that it has one of 16 (primary) colors and is

produced by one out of 46 manufacturers. Most of the products consists of two from

4For some exceptional cases products for different genders may be relevant in one recommenda-

tion list. But since the recommendation approach introduced in this work is non-personalized only

the most common cases can be considered
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Figure 5.2: Attribute cardinality per Melovely product. Number of distinct values

in parentheses

164 different materials.

Each product has one of four gender attributes (‘for men‘, ‘for women‘, ‘unisex‘,

‘for children‘). Most of the products have between two and six different styles.

For instance considering graph 5.2, product shown in the figure 5.1 was produced

by ’a cuckoo moment’ manufacturer. It has two materials (’silver’ and ’leather’), its

primary color is ’black’. This product is ’for women’ and can be arranged to three

styles (’casual’, ’stylish’ and ’elegant’).

Additionally, to structured and unstructured attributes each product has some

meta information, such as search engine optimisation (SEO) based meta keywords.

Most of the products have from 6 to 12 SEO based meta keywords. But there are

also few products, which have more than 40 of such keywords.

The product shown in the figure 5.1 includes following meta keywords: ’black’,

’jewelery’, ’arm’, ’bracelet’, ’a cuckoo moment’.

Each product belongs to multiple categories. The product categories represent

hierarchical taxonomical structure for all products. These categories can be used to

cluster products and to manage the level of similarity or diversity between them. A

fragment of the categories taxonomy for the product from the figure 5.1 is shown in

figure 5.3.

The Melovely category taxonomy is based on the standard Magento categories

data structure. On the top there are a root-catalog and a default categories, which are

parents of all other categories in the tree. The category branching for a particular

product is wide and deep. Each Melovely product has direct references to all its

categories and parent categories except of root.
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root-catalog

default

jewelery

women

arm jewelery

bracelet

styles

black white

Product: arm bracelet from batoidea leather

with silver ends 10mm- black

Figure 5.3: Melovely taxonomy graph fragment

5.2 Naturideen - Tea and Spices Delivery

Naturideen is a German tea, coffee, spices and corresponding accessories delivery

company. Their edible products are certified with Bio labels. Almost 80% of their

products are tea article from all over the world. They select, mix and pack products

on their own and promise premium quality for their products.

5.2.1 Naturideen Attribute Statistics

Naturideen uses also the Magento platform and its database structure. Their shop

contains 2866 distinct products. A typical Naturideen product is shown in figure

5.4. There are following relevant product properties: title, short description, long

description, custom product attributes and categories. Naturideen has a briefly short

description and a more precise long description as plain text attributes.

The products of Naturideen have following relevant custom attributes: ingredi-

ents, aroma (with or without), caffeine (with or without), taste, etc. In this case

caffeine could be an excluding attribute. If a consumer looks for a product without

caffeine he/she is probably not interested in products with high caffeine. Therefore,

recommendation list should not contain products with and without caffeine at the

same time. Ingredients and flavour are considered to be more important than de-

scription, if consumers look for a special taste or they are interested in buying a

product with similar taste they have already tried out.

An overview over Naturideen attributes is given in figure 5.5. In contrast to

Melovely attributes the Naturideen products have more heterogeneous product types

with a lot of product type specific attributes. The most of the products have zero
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Figure 5.4: Naturideen example product
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Figure 5.5: Naturideen data statistics (attribute cardinality per product)
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root-catalog

default

tea

bamboo teaice tea

Product: Bamboo fruit cold drink natural

Figure 5.6: Naturideen taxonomy graph fragment

to one aroma attributes and from two to five selected from 840 possible ingredi-

ents. There are few Naturideen products that have up to 40 ingredients. The most

products have no taste attribute and only few of them have between one and two

tastes.

The example Naturideen product shown in the figure 5.4 was produced by ’Natur-

ideen’ manufacturer, has two aroma attributes (’with aroma’, ’with natural aroma’),

taste (’passion fruit’), it has ’no caffeine’ and nine ingredients (among others ’bam-

boo’, ’apple pieces’, ’grapes’, ’carrot pieces’, etc).

Almost every product has a some SEO specific meta keywords selected from 4624

possible. Most of them have between three and ten keywords. Only few products

have more than ten keywords.

The example Naturideen product from the figure 5.4 has six meta keywords such

as (’bamboo fruit drink natural’, ’bamboo leaves’, ’fruit drink’, ’healthy’,’healthy

bamboo leaves’, ’bamboo leaves’).

Naturideen also provides a hierarchical taxonomy structure to cluster their products.

80% of the products belong to one category, only few of them belong from 2 to 4

categories at the same time. Figure 5.6 shows a fragment from Naturideen taxonomy

graph for the example Naturideen product. The Naturideen taxonomy structure is

more rare and sparse in comparison to Melovely taxonomy. There are only few cat-

egories per product, which are directly referenced by products. Moreover, whereas

Melovely products have references to all parent categories, Naturideen products ref-

erence only categories of the lowest level.

This section gave an introduction to the e-commerce companies, which provide

their product data for design and evaluation of the current approaches. The stat-

istic information of their data is useful to find a good semantic measure calculation

approach for each datatype. The next section describes the semantic content-based

recommendation approach in details and shows how the relatedness between products

is calcualted.
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Chapter 6

Product Relatedness Calculation

As discussed in sections 2.2 and 3 traditional personalized collaborative filtering re-

commender systems have the problems of cold-start and sparsity. Such systems need

a historical purchasing data to be able to provide good recommendations. Content-

based recommender systems do not have these limitations because they use only

product attributes and product descriptions for their recommendations. However,

traditional content-based systems suffer from synonymy and generalisation problems.

They are not able to ‘understand‘ the meaning of the content due to the ambiguity of

human language. Most content-based recommender systems suggest products where

the attributes occur exactly. This leads to recommendations where the suggested

products are very close to a given one. As discussed in section 2.3 similarity to a

given product is not always a good metric for recommendations.

The use of the Semantic Web data in recommender systems enriches them with

all advantages of the Semantic Web, such as domain-independence, interoperability,

etc. In such a way, a semantic recommender system can provide recommendations

for different domains (tourism, movies, books, etc. ) and can be easily connected to

additional Linked Open Data sources.

In order to add ’semantic intelligence’ to a content-based recommender system, a

semantic network between these products is created. A semantic network or net is a

graph structure for representing knowledge in patterns of interconnected nodes and

arcs [Sowa, 2006]. In this network products are represented as nodes and semantic

relatedness between them are represented as edges.

In the following sections the semantic content-based recommender system is intro-

duced and described how Linked Open Data can help to improve recommendations

on basis of the real customer data.

6.1 Overview of Relatedness Calculation

The whole available product set can be represented as a weighted, undirected graph

G = (P, relP), where P = {p1, . . . , pN} is a set of products extracted from the
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product database and

relP : P × P → R (6.1)

is a set of relatedness connections between these products, withR ⊂ R|R = [0, 1].

A product pi can be defined as a set of attributes that are extracted from it:

pi := A[pi] (6.2)

where attributes can be structured, unstructured or hierarchical (product cat-

egories):

A[pi] := Aunstruct[pi] ∪ Astruct[pi] ∪ Acat[pi] (6.3)

and each attribute consists of a type and a value:

A = {(a1, val1), . . . , (am, valn)} (6.4)

Attribute values can be connected with other attribute values with some attribute

relatedness connection. The calculation of attribute values relatedness is explained

in subsection 6.4.

relA : A×A → R (6.5)

with R ⊂ R | R = [0, 1].

Each attribute type has its own attribute weight w(ai) → R+
0 , which shows the

importance of the attribute for overall relatedness calculation. This weight is dir-

ectly proportional to consumer’s interest or buying decision. Attribute weights can

be extracted from the data source implicitly or entered by a domain expert expli-

citly. The approach for attribute weights calculation, which was use in this thesis, is

introduced in more detail in subsection 6.3.

Additionally, a product can be defined as a set of entities extracted from this

product

pi := E [pi] (6.6)

E [pi] is an entity set extracted from attributes of the product pi, where entities

map to DBpedia entities or are created directly from attribute values (s. eq. 6.7).

E [pi] := EDBpedia[pi] ∪ Ecustom[pi] (6.7)

Customer specific entities Ecustom are used if DBpedia entities EDBpedia could not

be determined or it is more feasible to use domain specific entities. For instance,

Melovely’s manufacturers cannot be found in DBpedia because they are not well

known companies.
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Since both product relatedness relP and attribute relatedness measures relA

introduced above are semantic measures, they have all properties, which semantic

measures introduced in section 3.4 also have. Thus, for each dataset D :

• Relatedness value is expected to be between 0 and 1.0, where 0 determines no

relatedness and 1.0 determines complete relatedness:

relD → R, with R ⊂ R | R = [0, 1]

relD(di, di) = 1.0

• Relatedness value is symmetric:

relD(di, dj) = relD(dj , di)

• Relatedness value is reflexive:

relD(di, di) = 1.0

As discussed above products can be expressed as sets of attributes and categories,

which are just a special type of attribute (s. eq. 6.2) and therefore relatedness

between two products can be calculated as relatedness between their attributes.

Thus, the overall product relatedness calculation includes:

• Attribute type weights w(ak) are used to enable domain specific weighting of

attributes. Attribute weights can influence the overall relatedness calculation

by weighting some attribute types more than others.

• Attribute relatedness relAk
(vali, valj) between values vali and valj with type

ak is taken into account by overall product relatedness calculation.

Thus, relatedness between two products can be expressed as a weighted linear

relatedness combination of attributes (eq. 6.8).

relP(pi, pj) :=
∑

(relAk
(vali, valj) ∗ w(ak)) (6.8)

In order to normalize the relP , this value is divided by the maximal possible

relatedness value. In this case it is
∑

w(ak). Thus, the relP is maximal when all

relA = 1 (s. eq. 6.9).

relP(pi, pj) =

∑
(relAk

(vali, valj) ∗ w(ak))∑
w(ak)

(6.9)

In the following sections all components of this formula are discussed in more

details.

6.2 Attribute Selection

Not every product attribute is important for the customer purchasing decision or

customer interest. In order to determine, which product attributes are important
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for customers, domain experts could be interviewed1. In the case of this work,

the domain experts are online shop owners because they know best their products

and know why customer buy them. By the interviews, which were accomplished,

following attributes were determined as relevant:

Melovely sells accessories and jewellery articles. Their target customer group is

in 80% of all cases women, who want to buy jewellery for themselves or as a gift for

somebody. The most important attribute of this domain is an image of a product,

because most of the target customers compare products optically. The experience

of Melovely shows that the use of ‘colourful, flowery‘ language instead of feature

enumeration by product descriptions can influence popularity of the corresponding

product and increase its revenue. For the jewelery domain style, material and product

main color were determined as the main attributes influencing the customer buying

decision.

Naturideen sells tea, coffee and spices. Each Naturideen product has a name,

short description (with briefly product specification) and more precise long descrip-

tion. All these attribute types are essential for the analysis. Attributes of Naturideen

are more diverse compared to attributes used in the Melovely shop. All Melovely

products have the same attributes unlike Naturideen products, where products de-

pending on their category have different attributes. The customers buying grocery

products are mostly interested in their taste or ingredients. Some customers could

look for tea or coffee with or without caffeine, so the recommendations for such

customers are generated considering these factors.

Depending on their relevance for the customer buying decision these attributes

are weighted differently in the overall relatedness calculation. In the next section

attribute relevance weighting is explained in detail.

6.3 Relative Attribute Importance

With relative attribute importance some attributes can be made more important for

the calculation than others, depending on their relevance for the buying decision or

customer interest.

The measurement of the relative importance of product attributes is especially

relevant in understanding the consumers in their buying decision. The best way

to determine the importance of the product attributes is the analysis of customer

purchasing history. There are two principal problems associated with this approach:

Firstly, it is difficult to understand the reasons for the customers buying decisions

from these data and therefore to extract the correlation value between some product

characteristics and number of purchases. Secondly, customers themselves do not

necessarily consider all attribute information of some products before they make a
1Another idea is tracking refinement selection of customers if this information is available
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Figure 6.1: Attribute popularity

decision.

Some inspiration for attribute relevance can be obtained by analysing the user

search requests. In the data source based on Magento, user search requests are

captured. Every time when a user looks for some value, Magento engine determines,

whether this value was already searched and increases the search counter.

Thus, the relative attribute importance weight can be calculated as attribute

popularity frequency:

w(ak) :=
|Ak|
|A|

(6.10)

where Ak determines the number of all query requests containing some value of

attribute type ak and A is the number of all attribute values taken into account.

Figure 6.1 shows the customer search request. The investigation shown that

Melovely customers mostly search for manufacturer (factor 0.802), followed by ma-

terial (factor 0.154), followed by color (factor 0.040), style (factor 0.002), origin

(factor 0.001) and gender (0.001). Naturideen customers select their products based

on taste (factor 0.749), manufacturer (factor 0.143), origin (factor 0.047), aroma

(factor 0.025), caffeine (factor 0.021), season (factor 0.006).

This information gives only a brief overview of attribute importance. There

are some reasons, why this analysis does not match exactly the attribute relevance:

There are a lot of values in the search queries, which cannot be matched to any

product attribute.

If a customer looks for some product, it is not always the case, that he/she will

search for all relevant attributes. Thus, it can happen that the customer looks for

some manufacturer, but after that he/she will filter results by additional attributes

explicitly.

However, these query request results give an overview about the attribute im-

portance and these results are a good starting point for attribute importance. To

calculate the attribute relevance more precisely, they should be entered by some

domain expert explicitly or calculated through iterative empirical evaluation.
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Figure 6.2: Product relatedness example

6.4 Attribute Relatedness

relAk
val1 . . . valn

val1 1.0 . . . relA‖(val1, valn)

. . . . . . 1.0 . . .

valn relAk
(val1, valn) . . . 1.0

Table 6.1: Attribute relatedness matrix

For each attribute type ai a relatedness n × n matrix is created (s. tab. 6.1).

Where n is a number of all attribute values in attribute ai and

Ak ⊆ A = {(ak, val1), . . . , (ak, valn)} (6.11)

is a set of attribute values of type ak. The entries of the matrix represent the

relatedness between attribute value pairs relAk
(vali, valj).

Figure 6.2 demonstrates an example of connections between products and their
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attributes based on Melovely product database. In figure 6.2, squares represent

attribute types and rounded squares attribute values.

The first two rounded squares (name, description) show that the values are un-

structured. The third and forth rounded squares (color, manufacturer) represent

structured values with one value per type. The fifth and sixth rounded squares

(style) visualize structured attribute values with multiple values per type. Finally,

the bottommost round square represent taxonomical structures, such product cat-

egories.

Attribute relatedness is calculated differently for different attribute types. The

selected strategy depends on attribute value type, number of distinct values, attrib-

ute values distribution, etc. In order to find the best strategy for attribute value

relatedness calculation, the attribute value statistics should be taken into account.

The multiple values structured attribute relatedness approach is applied if attrib-

ute values vali, valj of the same types ai tend to occur together in significant number

of products (e.g. style). In this case, it can be assumed, that these attribute values

are related to each other. Necessary precondition for this case is that the most of the

products have more than one value of the type ai(s. sec. 6.4.1). So the relatedness

relation between these values can be calculated as a classical co-occurrence analysis.

It is similar to probabilistic approach introduced in section 3.4.3. For example, a

jewelery product can have multiple styles, so styles which often occur together are

related to each other.

The single value structured attribute relatedness approach is applied if there is a

structured attribute with only one value of the corresponding type ai per product

(e.g. manufacturer). Consequently, the attribute value relatedness cannot be cal-

culated in the same way as mentioned above. In this case, co-occurrence of other

attributes (ax, valy), occurring together with (ai, vali) and (ai, valj) (s. sec. 6.4.1)

are taken into account. For instance, every jewelery product has only one manufac-

turer. It can be assumed that products of similar manufacturers will have similar

characteristics such as material, style etc.

Some attributes are represented as unstructured plain text (e.g. name, descrip-

tion). For computing semantic relatedness of such attributes knowledge based se-

mantic measure as introduced in section 3.4.3 is necessary. From these texts a set of

the Linked Open Data entities with Named Entity Recognition techniques (s. sec.

3.3) are extracted. Consequently, the semantic relatedness between two unstructured

texts can be calculated as similarity between Linked Open Data entity sets repres-

enting these texts. Entity extraction and relatedness calculation between them are

described in subsection 6.4.3.

For hierarchical structures, such as product category or taxonomy it is better

to use some structural similarity measure such as information content based edge-

counting method introduced by Resnik [1995] in his work.
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For some exceptional cases, it is not feasible to determine semantic relatedness

based on co-occurrence. In this case attribute specific strategies are used. For

instance, for color related attributes it is better to determine relatedness using color

similarity measures such as RGB-similarity rather then co-occurrence approach. For

numeric attributes such as sizes, weights or prises it is better to determine relatedness

based on values differences Special cases are discussed in details in subsection 6.4.1.

6.4.1 Structured Attribute Relatedness

Given a set of products P = {p1, . . . , pn} with corresponding attributes and their val-

ues. The relatedness connection between two attribute values of the same attribute

type relAk
(val1, val2) needs to be found.

From each attribute value a separate unambiguous entity with its value as identity

ECustom ⊆ E is created and saved to the knowledge representation data source. In

many cases DBpedia or some other standard ontologies cannot be used because of

the following reasons.

Some attribute values are not available in any Linked Open Data ontology, be-

cause they are too specific for the corresponding domain. For example, styles in

Melovely webshops are adjectives. In the DBpedia ontology there are only subject-

ive entities captured. Some of the adjectives can be nominalized, but not all of them.

Some styles are web shop specific fantasy created values. They cannot be presented

in the DBpedia.

Other attribute values are presented only in the given webshop. In such a way,

manufacturer values are not available in DBpedia, if there are not well known com-

panies.

There is not any context information provided for these attribute values. If the

attribute value will be send to the Named Entity Recognition service, it can be

wrongly disambiguated because of lack of contextual information. Consequently,

relatedness connections can be wrongly interpreted.

Some attribute values, which are related based on entity relatedness are not

related based on attribute relatedness. For example, gender ‘male‘ is related based

on entities to gender ‘female‘, but products, which have gender ‘male‘ are not related

to gender ‘female‘. In case of Naturideen domain ‘mit Aroma‘ and ‘ohne Aroma‘ will

have maximal entity similarity because both values will point on entity ‘Aroma‘.

Thus, it is necessary to be aware and have better control over such cases.

Attribute values can combine related attributes based on domain and not on

general context. For example, color values, which are related to each other based

on Wikipedia page links are not relevant for Melovely concept. So entity ‘Black‘ is

related to ‘Red‘ and ‘Gold‘, because these colors are components of German national

flag. But these information is in most cases irrelevant by product selection in jewelery
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Figure 6.3: Multiple values structured attribute relatedness

(first order co-occurrence)

domain.

Multiple Values Structured Attribute Relatedness

Multiple values structured attribute relatedness can be calculated using a simple first

order co-occurrence matrix with attribute values in rows and columns and attribute

relatedness based on co-occurrence in cells (s. tab. 6.1).

A product set containing products with attribute type ak and value vali is denoted

as:

Pak, vali := {pi ∈ P|(ak, vali) ∈ pi} (6.12)

and correspondingly a product set containing both attributes: (ak, vali) and

(am, valj):

P[(ak, vali), (am, valj)] := Pak, vali ∩ Pam, valj (6.13)

If the both attributes are of the same types the notation is shortened to Pak, (vali, valj)
Figure 6.3 depicts this concept with a Venn diagram. Each big circle represents

a set of products from the product corpus, which contain a special value of some

attribute type ak. Thus, the left circle is a set with products containing vali from ak

(Pak, vali), whereas the right circle is a set with products containing valj from ak

correspondingly (Pak, valj). Some products have both values both vali and valj of

type ak (Pak, (vali, valj)) (e.g. many Melovely products have more than one style

values). Finally, small circles represent individual products, which are contained in

the corresponding product set.

In the attribute relatedness calculation for multiple structured values relAk
(vali, valj)

following components are considered:
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• Number of products, which contain attribute value |Pak, vali|

• Number of products, which contain attribute value |Pak, valj |

• Number of products, which contain both attribute values (ak, vali) and (ak, valj).

Shorthand notation |Pak, (vali, valj)|

In the statistics, similarity estimation of two samples can be calculated using the

Dice coefficient [Dice, 1945] (eq. 6.14), with result values between 0 (not similar)

and 1 (identical). With this approach, the strength of relatedness between attribute

values (ak, vali) and (ak, valj) can be calculated.

The Equation 6.15 represents the introduced approach in a formal way.

s =
2 |A ∩B|
|A|+ |B|

(6.14)

Thus, the relatedness between multiple value structured attributes is calculated

as following:

relA(vali, valj) =
2 |Pak, (vali, valj)|

|Pak, vali|+ |Pak, valj |
(6.15)

The results of the calculation are reflexive, symmetric, but do not satisfy triangle

inequality due to properties of Dice coefficient [Lehmann, 2012].

The results for attribute value relatedness calculation for Melovely style attrib-

ute are shown as n × n matrix in figure 6.4. Each cell represent the relatedness

between corresponding attribute values and cell’s darkness color is proportional to

the relatedness value of intersection.

For example, styles ‘stylish‘,‘verspielt‘, ‘vintage‘ are present in combination with

all other styles. Styles ‘originell‘ and ‘elegant‘ have relatedness value of 0.3201. It

means that in 32.01% of all products, which have style ‘originell‘ also have style

‘elegant‘. If there is a white cell between two attribute values, it means that these

values are not related at all in the context of the corresponding product data source.

Single Value Structured Attribute Relatedness

If each product has only one value of some attribute type ak, the relatedness between

values vali and valj cannot be calculated with the first order co-occurrence matrix

as introduced above, because the intersection set between products containing at-

tributes (ak, vali) and (ak, valj) is empty:

vali 6= valj ⇒ Pak, (vali, valj) = ∅ (6.16)

A second order co-occurrence matrix is used instead. In order to calculate the

second order co-occurrence matrix for the attributes (ak, vali) and (ak, valj) the in-

tersection between attribute sets extracted from Pak, vali and Pak, valj is calculated.
A[Pak, vali] is a set of attributes extracted from Pak, vali.
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Figure 6.4: Melovely Styles Relatedness
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A[Pak, vali] A[Pak, valj ]

p
′ ∈ Pak, vali p

′′ ∈ Pak, valj

ak, vali ak, valj

ax, valy

Figure 6.5: Single value structured attribute relatedness (second order co-occurrence)

A[Pak, vali] := {(am, valj) ∈ p|p ∈ P[(ak, vali), (am, valj)]} (6.17)

Figure 6.5 visualizes this concept with a Venn diagram. Big circles represent

attributes extracted from products A[Pak, vali] (left circle) and A[Pak, valj ] (right
circle) correspondingly. Middle sized circles are products containing the correspond-

ing attributes p′ ∈ Pak, vali and p
′′ ∈ Pak, valj .

Attribute sets can not contain products directly. But since a product can be

expressed as a set of attributes (s. eq. 6.2) the attribute set can contain all attributes

extracted from this product. The product circles(middle sized) are used only for

attribute grouping and for better visualization.

Small circles inside the products are attributes with the corresponding values.

The small circles in the intersections are attributes (ax, valy) ∈ A, which are

contained in the both attribute sets A[Pak, vali] and A[Pak, valj ].
The attribute relatedness is calculated using the same Dice coefficient equation

6.14 but instead of product sets attribute sets extracted from these products are

used:

relAk
(vali, valj) =

2 |A[Pak, vali] ∩ A[Pak, valj ]|
|A[Pak, vali]|+ |A[Pak, vali]|

(6.18)

Example Given a product set:

P = [

(style1, style2, manufacturer1),

(style1, manufacturer2),

(style2, style3, manufacturer2),

(style3, manufacturer1),

(style2, manufacturer2),

(style4, manufacturer2)]
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Calculate attribute relatedness between manufacturer1 and manufacturer2 :

A[P(manufacturer1)] = {style1, style2, style3}
A[P(manufacturer2)] = {style1, style2, style3, style2, style4}
A[P(manufacturer2)] ∩ A[P(manufacturer2)] = {style1, style2, style3}
relA(manufacturer1,manufacturer2) = 2∗3

3+5 = 0.75

According to the Melovely data statistics (fig. 5.2) each product have one man-

ufacturer and color value. Although, description and name also have one value per

product, they are not taken, in this case, into account because name and description

are unstructured attributes (plain text) and do not have a limited set of possible

values.

The results for the Melovely manufacturer relatedness calculation are given in

figure 6.6. The results are visualized with a heat map matrix representation. In the

next step, for every manufacturer a set of top-N most related other manufacturers

are calculated. These manufacturers are used for calculation of the overall product

relatedness.

In the figure 6.7 it can be seen that the manufacturers ‘ines.p‘ is related to

‘Beka & Bell‘ with relatedness value 0.6952. Figure 6.7 shows products from the

manufacturer ‘ines.p‘ on the left side and ‘Beka & Bell‘ on the right side.

The points left to the products mark product attribute values, which are common

for the both manufacturers. Visual comparison of the products designed by these

manufacturers shows that the products designed by these manufacturer are indeed

similar to each other.

Special Cases for Structured Attribute Relatedness

Despite to the fact that with the two approaches introduced above, relations for all

attributes can be calculated. Sometimes, it is more feasible to calculate relations for

special attribute types differently. Thus, for Melovely color attribute a semantic rela-

tion can be calculated as some standard relative color similarity/distance. Assumed,

that each color is represented in a color space as a vector, the distance between colors

can be calculated using Euclidean distance. For RGB color space the calculation will

be:

dist((r1, g1, b1), (r2, g2, b2)) =
√

(r2 − r1)2 + (g2 − g1)2 + (b2 − b1)2 (6.19)

for normalization the distance is divided by maximal possible distance and the

result is subtracted from 1.0 to get similarity instead of distance:
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Figure 6.6: Melovely Manufacturer Relatedness (subset)
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Figure 6.7: Melovely Manufacturer Comparison Example (‘ines.p‘ on the left and

‘Beka & Bell‘ on the right)

sim = 1− dist((r1, g1, b1), (r2, g2, b2))

dist((255, 255, 255), (0, 0, 0))
(6.20)

Calculation of color similarity using naive RGB color distance has its drawbacks

and limitations, because RGB color space is not uniform (the distance between black

and green and black and red will be the same). Thus, the RGB Euclidean distance

will not match the human-perceived distance between colors. More advanced results

can be received using more uniform CIE 1976(L*a*b) color space2. Distance is

calculated as Euclidean distance between L*a*b vectors in the color space. An

advantage of this method is that Lab color space match human perception of lightness

more precisely.

For some attributes it makes sense to modify statistics results manually. Thus,

gender attribute in jewelery domain is extremely sensitive property. If a customer

looks for some product with gender ’male’ no product should be recommended, which

have gender ’female’ and otherwise. That’s why the similarity between values ’male’

and ’female’ of gender attribute is set 0.0 even if these attribute values are somehow

related based on other relatedness calculations.

6.4.2 Category relatedness

As mentioned in the section 6.1 each product pi ∈ P has besides of structured and

unstructured attributes also a set of product categories Acat, which are arranged in

2a Lab color space is a color-opponent space with dimension L is lightness and a and b for the

color-opponent dimensions, based on non linearly compressed CIE XYZ color space coordinates

[Sharma and Trussell, 1997]
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a consistent hierarchical taxonomy. Each product can belong to multiple categories

and each category contains multiple products.

A statistical overview of product categories for each customer data source is given

in section 5.1.1 (for Melovely) and in section 5.2.1 (for Naturideen).

For each category ci ∈ Acat from the product data a set of most related categories

is determined. This set is used to build a taxonomical graph between these categories.

There are several ways to calculate semantic relatedness between product cat-

egories:

Usage of first or second order co-occurrence as introduced for structured attrib-

utes in section 6.4. By this approach it is assumed that two categories are related to

each other if they contain products with similar attributes. The limitation of the ap-

proach is that it considers only the similarity of the products and ignores hierarchical

information.

Since product categories build a consistent taxonomical structure, structural ap-

proaches from section 3.4.3 is a better choice to use. The simplest way is usage of

edge counting method, where similarity in a categorical structure is calculated as the

shortest path between categories.

simedge(w1, w2) = (2 ∗MAX)− [min
c1,c2

len(c1, c2)] (6.21)

with MAX is maximum depth of taxonomy, len(c1, c2) is the length of the shortest

path from c1 to c2.

This approach includes hierarchical connections, but it ignores information con-

tent(entropy) of categories.

To include information content in similarity calculation, an entropy-based se-

mantic measure suggested by Resnik [1995] is used. In this approach all taxonomical

categories are connected with IS-A relation.

As mentioned in section 3.4.3 similarity/relatedness between two categories c1

and c2 is maximum of the information content they share in common.

sim(c1, c2) = maxc∈s(c1,c2)[IC(c)] (6.22)

where s(c1, c2) is a category subsumes c1 and c2 and the information content is

calculated as in equations 6.33, 6.32.

The sim(c1, c2) measure is a monotonically increasing function but it is not nor-

malized because log function can have values ≥ 1. To normalize this function, the

result is divided by the maximal possible value in this context. Since the maximal

possible information content can be obtained if the shared category subsumes only

c1 and c2, maximal information content value is calculated as:

maxIC = −log 2

N
(6.23)

In such a way, a normalized similarity between categories c1 and c2 is calculated as:
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root (2721)

jewelery (2305)

male (104)

arm (52)

bracelets (52)

. . .

female (2201)

arm (1058)

bracelets (901)

gold (123) silver (76) luck (157)

armlets (155)

neck (568) ear (372)

earrings (254) studs (100)

. . .

accessories (416)

. . .

Figure 6.8: Melovely taxonomy subset with number of products per category

sim(c1, c2) = maxc∈s(c1,c2)(
log |c|N
log 2

N

) (6.24)

Example Given a subset of the Melovely taxonomy with number of products in-

cluded in each category (fig. 6.8):

Calculate similarity between categories c1 = silver (silver female bracelet) and

c2 = armlets (female armlets). The common subsum c ∈ s(c1, c2) category is category

arm containing 1058 products. There are 2721 products in totally. The entropy-

based relatedness is calculated as following:

sim(silver, armlets) =
log 1058

2721

log 2
2721

= 0.13 (6.25)

Similarity between categories c1 = earrings and c2 = studs is then

sim(earrings, studs) =
log 372

2721

log 2
2721

= 0.28 (6.26)

Thus, category relatedness is calculated (as entropy-based concept similarity) for

each category pair and for each category 10 most related categories are determined.

6.4.3 Unstructured Attribute Relatedness

For each unstructured attribute (ak, vali) ∈ Aunstruct a set of DBpedia entities

EDBpedia = {e1, . . . , en} is extracted using the Named Entity Recognition technique

(s. sec 3.3). These entities build a graph G = (E, V ) with E ⊆ EDBpedia and V is

an entity relatedness measure relE(ei, ej).
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relE : EDBpedia × EDBpedia → R (6.27)

where R ⊂ R | R = [0, 1] is a relatedness value range with all properties introduced

in section 6.1.

The relatedness between two unstructured attributes (ak, vali) and (ak, valj) is

calculated as a sum of entity relatedness extracted from the both attributes:

relAunstruct(ak, (vali, valj)) =
∑

relE(ei, ej) (6.28)

∀ei ∈ EDBpedia[ak, vali] are DBpedia entities extracted from unstructured attrib-

ute ak with value vali and corresponding, ∀ej ∈ EDBpedia[ak, valj ]

Entity Relatedness

Relatedness between two semantic entities relE(ei, ej) is calculated using some knowlege-

based measure introduced in section 3.4.3, because these entities are connected to

the structural Linked Open Data network.

The calculation of the entity relatedness is performed by combination of a set

based approach, where entities are connected with dbpedia-owl:wikiPageWikiLink

and additionally entropy-based comparison of the hierarchical connections between

these entities with dcterms:subject and skos:broader. The introduced approach is

based on the method suggested by Mirizzi et al. [2012].

Given is a graph G = {E, V }, where E ⊆ EDBpedia is a set of DBpedia entities

and V is a set of interconnections between these entities (fig. 6.9).

Each DBpedia entity has a cross-reference links to other entities and other data-

sources. The links of type dbpedia-owl:wikiPageWikiLink hypertextually interlink

entities occurring together in Wikipedia articles. The algorithm explores the DBpe-

dia dbpedia-owl:wikiPageWikiLink graph up to a depthMAX_DEPTH by querying

DBpedia via its SPARQL endpoint.

Mirizzi et al. [2012] shown, that entities, which are interlinked with other entities

with maximal distance MAX_DEPTH = 2 are still related to the start entity,

while going to the third step the relatedness decreases. In addition requests with the

depth > 2 are very slow. Following definitions are required for the entity relatedness

calculation:

ei
d−→ ej := {ei, . . . , ej} (6.29)

is a path between ei and ej with d steps.

E[ei
d−→] := {ex ∈ EDBpedia|ei

d−→ ex} (6.30)

is a set of all entities, which can be reached from ei with d steps.

The entity relatedness based on dbpedia-owl:wikiPageWikiLink connections for d

steps is calculated using set based method with Dice coefficient.
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d wd(d)

0 (direct) 0.5

1 0.3

2 0.2

Table 6.2: Depth weights

rellink((e1, e2), d) =
2 ∗
∣∣∣E[ei

d−→] ∩ E[ej
d−→]
∣∣∣∣∣∣E[ei

d−→]
∣∣∣+
∣∣∣E[ej

d−→]
∣∣∣ (6.31)

For each depth d a depth weight wd(d) is defined. This weight determines how

the relatedness calculated with d influences the overall entity relatedness calculation.

The sum of all depth weights is 1.

The depth weights based on the subjective perception of the author are given in

the table 6.2.

:Gold :Silver
e1 e2

:Gold(I)_sulfide :Silver_halide

:Bullion_coin

:Coin

:Chemical_element

:Noble_metal

:Troy_ounce
:Silver_as_
an_investment

:Currency :Bimetallism

owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

owl:WikiLink owl:WikiLink

Figure 6.9: Wikipage connections graph

Example Given, a subset of Wikipedia page link graph (fig. 6.9) between two

entities e1 = dbpedia:Gold and e2 = dbpedia:Silver. Nodes represent DBpedia entities

and edges between them represent dbpedia-owl:wikiPageWikiLinks connections.

Calculate the relatedness between e1 and e2 based on the Wikipedia page link

graph.

•
∣∣∣e1 1−→ e2

∣∣∣ = 1 direct connection (e.g. Gold or Silver)

•
∣∣∣E[e1

1−→] ∩ E[e2
1−→]
∣∣∣ = 2;

∣∣∣E[e1
1−→]
∣∣∣ = 5;

∣∣∣E[e2
1−→]
∣∣∣ = 5 (e.g. Currency, Coin)
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•
∣∣∣E[e1

2−→] ∩ E[e2
2−→]
∣∣∣ = 2;

∣∣∣E[e1
2−→]
∣∣∣ = 2;

∣∣∣E[e2
2−→]
∣∣∣ = 2 (e.g. Noble metal,

Bullion coin)

d
∣∣∣E[e1

d−→] ∩ E[e2
d−→]
∣∣∣ ∣∣∣E[e1

d−→]
∣∣∣ ∣∣∣E[e2

d−→]
∣∣∣ relE ∗wd(d)

0 (direct) 1 1 1 1.0 * 0.5 = 0.5

1 2 5 5 0.4 * 0.3 = 0.12

2 2 2 2 1.0 * 0.2 = 0.2

rellink(e1, e2) = 0.64

Table 6.3: Entity relatedness calculation with Wikipedia page link graph

:Gold :Silver

e1 e2

:cat:Noble_metals
(IC = 0.88)

:cat:Gold
(IC = 0.49)

:cat:Silver
(IC = 0.61)

:cat:Chemical
_elements
(IC = 0.23)

:cat:Dental
_materials
(IC = 0.70)

:cat:Denistry
_branches
(IC = 0.6)

dcterms:subject dcterms:subject

skos:broader

dcterms:subject

skos:broader

dcterms:subject

skos:broader

dcterms:subject

Figure 6.10: Taxonomical graph (with information content(IC) values)

The second part of the calculation is a taxonomical structure based on Wikipedia

categories. Each entity has connections to some Wikipedia categories with property

dcterms:subject. Each Wikipedia category has a number of ancestor categories, which

are accessible via property skos:broader (fig: 6.10). In this graph only a subset of

categorical relations of entities e1 and e2 is shown.

As discussed in section 3.4.3, a good way to calculate similarity between two

objects in a hierarchical structure is use of the entropy based approach. For each

category, the relative information content IC(c) is calculated based on the number

of elements in this category |e| and the number of all elements in the hierarchy N .

p(c) =
|e|
N

(6.32)

IC(c) = −logp(c) (6.33)
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d wd(d)

1 0.6

2 0.4

Table 6.4: Depth weights for category graph

In order to get the normalized information content, the calculated value is divided

by the maximal possible IC value in this hierarchy. IC(c) is maximal if the category

c contains only two elements3. In the following way, the information content for each

category is calculated.

The information content based approach introduced by Resnik [1995] takes into

account only size of the subsumed category. It does not take into account the level

of hierarchy and the differences between the elements. In contrast to that, in this

approach depth weights wd(d) are used in order to influence the importance of the

corresponding depth. The subjective perceived depth are given in the table 6.4:∑
IC(E[ei

d−→]) is a sum of the information contents of elements, which can be

reached from the element ei with d steps. Then, the category based relatedness

between elements ei and ej considering entropy, hierarchy and the diversity between

these components is calculated as set based approach with Dice coefficient.

relcat((ei, ej), d) =
2 ∗
∑

IC(E[ei
d−→] ∩ E[ej

d−→])∑
IC(E[ei

d−→]) +
∑

IC(E[ej
d−→])

(6.34)

Example Given is a graph G = (V,E) with E ⊆ EDBpedia and V a set of category

connections. Calculate the category based relatedness for entities e1 = dbpedia:Gold

and e2 = dbpedia:Silver (s. fig. 6.10) :

d
∑

IC(E[e1
d−→] ∩ E[e2

d−→])
∑

IC(E[e1
d−→])

∑
IC(E[e2

d−→]) relE ∗wd(d)

1 0.88 2.07 1.49 0.49 * 0.6 = 0.3

2 0.23 0.83 0.23 0.43 * 0.4 = 0.17

relcat(e1, e2) = 0.47

Table 6.5: Entity relatedness calculation with categories

Finally, the arithmetic mean of the link based and category based method is

calculated.

relE(e1, e2) =
0.64 + 0.47

2
= 0.56 (6.35)

Thus, the strength of relatedness between :Gold and :Silver is 0.58.

3the cases, when a category contains only one element are ignored, because they does not give

additional information
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In the following way, the entity relatedness value relE(ei, ej) is calculated for

every ei, ej ∈ EDBpedia[P] entity pair. The calculation of relatedness for every entity

pair has a complexity of O(n2) with n = |EDBpedia[P]|. Where EDBpedia[P] is a set

of DBpedia entities extracted from the product set. However, for web shops with

homogeneous products the number n will not be too large, because same entities can

be repeatedly found in many different unstructured product attributes. Additionally,

the complexity can be reduced to O( (n
2)
2 − n) by avoiding reflexive and symmetric

calculations. Finally, although this calculation is complex and time intensive it

is executed only once by initialization of the system as pre-processing step. If new

products are introduced to the system or some products attribute values are changed

then the complexity of calculation will be O(m·n), where m is the number of entities,

which are new or were updated.

6.5 Product Relatedness Calculation

In the previous sections, the attribute relatedness calculation for different attribute

types was described. All calculated attribute relatedness values range between 0

and 1. Figure 6.11 gives an overview of the overall product relatedness calculation

process. The product relatedness relP(pi, pj) is then calculated as a weighted linear

combination of all calculated attribute relatedness values divided by the maximal

possible value
∑

w(ai) :

relP(pi, pj) =

∑
relA‖(vali, valj) ∗ w(ak)∑

w(ak)
(6.36)

where w(ai) are attribute weights of the corresponding attributes

Thus, ∀pi, pj ∈ P a relP(pi, pj) is calculated and products with maximal related-

ness values are returned as recommendation list RL(pi).

This section gave a detailed overview of the product relatedness measure calcu-

lation approach. Each product from the data source is represented as a set of its

attributes. These attributes are mapped to a set of the unambiguous entities. These

entities can have their representation in the existing Linked Open Data datasource

(e.g. DBpedia entities) or be created specially for the corresponding domain. De-

pending on the type of the attributes the relatedness measures between entities and

between attributes are defined. After that, the product relatedness is calculated

using the combination of the attribute relatedness. Finally, the products with the

highest relatedness are returned as recommendations.

In the next section the Linked Open Data content-based recommendation process

is introduced with all steps necessary for the recommendation generation.
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pi pj

DBpedia

Entities

Custom

Entities

relA(astruct2, (val1, val2))

relE(ei, ej)

w(astruct2)

w(aunstruct2) w(aunstruct2)

(astruct1, val1)

(aunstruct2, val1)

(aunstruct1, val1)

(astruct2, val1)
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e
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(astruct1, val2)

(aunstruct2, val2)

(aunstruct1, val2)

(astruct2, val2)

(astruct3, val3)

(astruct3, val4)

(acat1, val2)
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e

e

e

e

ee
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e

e

Figure 6.11: Overview of product relatedness calculation
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Chapter 7

Process

The Linked Open Data content-based recommendation process consists of a number

of steps, which are built on one another. Figure 7.1 provides an outline of all prepar-

ation and recommendation process steps. In the following sections all steps of the

recommendation process are introduced in more details.

7.1 Data Representation

The first step of the recommendation process is data representation (s. fig 7.2). The

data in customer database is based on the Magento data structure. The Magento

data structure is very flexible and it is optimized to be used for any web shop in

any domain. Nevertheless, it is not practicable for the required case. For instance,

in order to select all attributes of a product, up to five JOINs should be performed.

In order to make the database more manageable for the required approach, the data

is transformed with the standard export-transform-load (ETL) process to a more

usable application database. Thus, the resulted product table contains all necessary

product attribute data together with the analysis specific meta information.

7.2 Semantic Data Mining

After the data preprocessing step, the semantic connections are extracted from the

application database and transformed to RDF triples. These triples are then per-

sisted to a Linked Open Data Triple Store, such as Openlink Virtuoso1. Figure 7.3
1http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/

1. Data

Representation

2. Semantic Data

Mining
3. Neighborhood

Formation

4. Recommendation

Generation

Figure 7.1: Process Overview

http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
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Customer

Database

Application

Database
ETL

Figure 7.2: Step 1: Data Representation

shows this process step in detail.

The Openlink Virtuoso server is the Database and Web Application Server that

provides SQL, XML, and RDF data management in a single multithreaded server

process2. Virtuoso includes a SPARQL Query Service Endpoint, which is used to

access the RDF triple Store.

Firstly, the product data with product attributes are extracted from the applic-

ation database to the application (1). The application processes the product attrib-

utes differently depending on the attribute type and the selected attribute processing

strategy.

In order to calculate relatedness between the structured attributes, the structured

attributes are mapped to some semantic entity (2a). If for some attributes are not

any Linked Open Data entities available, custom entities are created. For instance,

the Melovely manufacturer value ’a cuocoo moment’ can not be found in any Linked

Open Data resources. That is why it is mapped to the custom specific URL http://

recommender.de/melovely/entity/a_cuocoo_moment. The application calculates

the strength of relationship between the entities extracted from the attributes as the

co-occurrence matrix (s. sec. 6.4.1) (3a). The extracted entity pairs together with

their relatedness values build RDF triples. These triples are then persisted to the

Virtuoso triple store in form of structured attribute relatedness graph (4)3.

The unstructured attributes are sent to the DBpedia Spotlight service, which

extracts semantic entities with the Named Entity Recognition step (NER) from the

unstructured attributes. These entities are then returned back to the application

(2b). Afterwards, the received entities are used to build relatedness connections

between these unstructured attributes. Each entity pair (except of symmetric and

reflexive relations) is sent to the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint with the semantic entity

relatedness query (3b). The query asks for the set of other semantic entities, which

are related to the both entities from the entities pair. The received related entity

set is used to calculate the strength of the semantic relationship between this pair

as described in the section 6.4.3. The entity pairs with their relatedness values are

transformed to the RDF triples (4) and persisted to the Openlink Virtuoso triple

store in form of unstructured attribute relatedness graph.

2http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OpenLink_Virtuoso
3Structured and unstructured attributes are stored in different graphs due to performance reas-

ons.

http://recommender.de/melovely/entity/a_cuocoo_moment
http://recommender.de/melovely/entity/a_cuocoo_moment
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OpenLink_Virtuoso
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Figure 7.3: Step 2: Semantic Data Mining
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Finally, the mapping between products, their attributes and extracted entities

are represented in form of RDF triples, which are also saved to the triple store as

separate product graph (4).

In the following way, the Virtuoso triple store contains a graph with product

attributes and corresponding entities, a graph with entities extracted from structured

attributes with their relatedness values and a graph with entities extracted from the

unstructured attributes with the NER step and corresponding relatedness values.

In the next step, this all data is used to form the neighborhoods relations between

products in order to find best recommendations.

7.2.1 DBpedia Spotlight Configuration

The DBpedia Spotlight web service is highly configurable and good adjustable for

the required task. Before using the Spotlight web service its parameters should be

configured for the current approach. The confidence is the most important Spotlight

parameter. It determines how likely that the resource was recognised correctly. On

one hand, with too low confidence value too many false positive entities will be

wrongly recognised. On the other hand, with too high confidence value too many

false negatives will be wrongly not recognised. That is why the calculation of a

proper confidence value is significant for the entity recognition quality and therefore

for good recommendations.

Figure 7.4 shows the adjustment of confidence parameter for Spotlight. There

were ten randomly selected text descriptions extracted from products of two inde-

pendent data sources. For each product description, the DBpedia semantic entities

were selected manually. After that, the request with the corresponding confidence

was sent to Spotlight web service and the returned result was compared with the

manually created ground truth. In the graph, the x-axis is the tested confidence,

the y-axis is the calculated f-measure, colors represent different products from both

Melovely and Naturideen data sources.

Figure 7.4 shows that the maximal f-measure results can be achieved with Spot-

light confidence with the value between 0.4 and 0.5 independently on the data source.

Therefore, it is assumed that in this approach 0.45 is a proper confidence value for

all Spotlight requests.

7.3 Neighborhood Formation

The semantic data calculated in the semantic data mining step is saved in form of

RDF triple graphs in the triple store. Each entity extracted from the structured

and unstructured attributes has a set of most related other entities with the corres-

ponding relatedness values. If each product can be represented as a set of entities

extracted from its attributes (s. sec. 6.5) then the relatedness between two products
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Figure 7.4: Spotlight Confidence Adjustment

Application
Openlink

Virtuoso

Server
SPARQL
query

requested
product

recommendations

Figure 7.5: Step 3-4: Neighborhood formation and recommendation generation

can be calculated as a relatedness between these entity sets. For each product,

where the recommendations are requested, the application sends a SPARQL query

calculating the number and the strength of entity relatedness with other products4.

The returning result is a set of product recommendations, which have the strongest

relatedness connection with the requested products (s. fig 7.5).

7.4 Recommendation Generation

The calculated product recommendations have the strongest relatedness connections

with the requested product. However, as discussed in the section 2.3 the calculated

accuracy is not enough for good recommendations. Therefore, the returned recom-

mendations are filtered out from the too obvious recommendations. Too obvious
4The corresponding SPARQL requests are provided in the appendix
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recommendations are recommendations, which are either too similar to the given

recommendation or too similar to other recommendations in the recommendation

list.

Finally, the filtered recommendations are returned back to the user.

In the current section the overview of recommendation process preparation steps

and recommendation generation was given. The generation of recommendations,

firstly, requires transformation of the customer data source to the application specific

one. After that, the product information from the application data source is trans-

formed to RDF triples and persisted to the Openlink Virtuoso Server. In addition, all

attributes are transformed to a set of DBpedia or customer specific entities. These

entities are then combined with some semantic measures to the semantic graphs,

which are then also persisted to the Openlink Virtuoso Server. In the next step, a

SPARQL query is defined, which is used to form neighborhoods between products

based on their attribute and entities relatedness. Finally, the recommended products

after some filtering and post processing steps are returned back to the user.

The next section gives an overview about different evaluation techniques for se-

mantic measures and recommender systems. In addition, the evaluation technique

for the introduced recommender system in form of a user study is explained and

evaluation results are presented.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation

Evaluation benchmarks are essential to analyse the quality of provided relatedness

measures and therefore of product recommendations generated by the system. These

benchmarks help to recognise advantages and limitations of the measures and to

compare its performance with existing solutions.

8.1 Evaluation of Semantic Measures

Accuracy is considered to be as de-facto the standard in analysing of performance

of semantic measures and recommender systems [Harispe et al., 2013]. Accuracy

can be evaluated based on comparison of actual results generated from recommender

system with expected ’gold standard’ (’ground truth’) or other metrics. This is

especially critical in semantic measures because as mentioned in the section 3.4.1 a

cognitive semantic relatedness has no proper axiomatic mathematical definition and

it is extremely subjective property1. Furthermore, due to the fact that semantic

is defined regarding corresponding domain context, there is no guarantee that the

measure will be accurate in all cases.

The calculated semantic similarity values are compared with benchmarks using

classical statistic approach with precision, recall and f-measure [Cleverdon, 1967].

Thus, the accuracy of the results can be determined.

The drawback of using the computational accuracy is that the recommender

system cannot be better than the provided ‘gold standard‘ results. To overcome

this limitation a supervised evaluation is necessary. By a supervised evaluation the

quality of recommendations is rated by a significant number of human experts (in

ideal case end-users of the recommender), where the experts rate quality of both

calculated recommendations and existing ‘gold standard‘ recommendations.

However, as discussed in section 2.3 different empirical studies [Ziegler et al., 2005]

have shown that there are also other factors besides computational accuracy, such as
1In difference to the computational Semantic Web semantic, which is defined using different

levels of abstractions in the Semantic Web stack
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Figure 8.1: User Study Screenshot

subjective accuracy, topic diversification, serendipity, novelty, trust etc., which are

important for good product recommendations.

To the author’s best knowledge, benchmarks based on product recommendations

do not exist. It is anyway difficult to create such universal applicable benchmark

due to the following reasons: First of all, good benchmarks should be based on

the real product data. Normally, product providers normally do not willing share

their product data with others, because they consider their product information

and product recommendation algorithms as critical and as a competitive advantage.

Additionally, product recommendations are extremely domain specific and context

dependent. Thus, approaches performing well for one domain does not necessary

perform well for other domains.

Based on the reasons given above, in this thesis a domain specific benchmark

based on an empirical user study for both customers Melovely and Naturideen was

created.

8.2 User Study Design

In order to evaluate the quality of provided recommendations, a user study was

created. In the user study human experts were asked to rate the quality of the

provided recommendations (s. fig 8.1).
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The goal of this user study was to explore the quality of generated recommend-

ations by their comparison with existing recommendation systems currently used

by the partner companies. For Melovely web shop ten products and for Naturideen

seven products from different categories were selected. For each product, four recom-

mendations were generated and together with two partner specific recommendations

and two random recommendations assigned to the products.

If some recommendations belong to more than one set (f.e generated and existing)

these recommendations were given only once to avoid different ratings for the same

recommendations. The random recommendations were used as a baseline for other

recommendations. It was assumed, that the random recommendations will perform

worse than any other recommendations. For each recommendation, participants were

asked to answer the following questions:

• Q1: Is the recommended item relevant? This question represents the subjective

accuracy characteristic. It should show that the participant has a subjective

perception that the provided recommendation is accurate for the given product.

• Q2: Is the recommended item novel and interesting? This question represents

novelty and serendipity characteristics as discussed in the section 2.3. It should

show that the provided recommendation was not expected by a participant, but

nevertheless this is a good recommendation for the given product.

For each question five possible Likert response[Likert, 1932] ratings were provided.

’A Likert item consists of a stimulus (question), which is a controversial statement

or opinion, and a discrete scale to express different degrees of approval or rejection

ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. In psychometrics, multiple Likert

items are grouped to Likert scales to measure a participant’s attitude towards a

latent concept’ [Lindhauer, 2014]. ’Using an odd number of answering options with

a central option that expresses neutrality can help users express indecision’ [Kelly,

2009].

Since recommendations are extremely influenced by subjective perception and are

depended on demographic characteristics of participants, demographic information

such as gender, age, country and profession were captured, whereas age and gender

were mandatory inputs for the participation. In the user study 26 participants took

part for Melovely and 22 participants took part for Naturideen. Male/Female ratio

was 0.54. 90% of all participants were between 20 and 35 years old, most of them

live in Germany but have different cultural background (among others German,

American, Indian, Russian, Ukraine, Slovenia, etc). Thus, it was possible to create

relatively heterogeneous participants group to exclude the influence of a demographic

factor on the evaluation results.
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8.2.1 Customers’ Existing Recommender Systems

The architecture of both web shops Melovely and Naturideen is based on Magento

infrastructure. Magento supports three types of product recommendations: up-sells,

related products and cross-sell products 2:

Up-sells are products that are expected the customer will buy instead of product

that he is currently viewing. These products are meant to get customers to spend

more money buying a product of the same type, but with better quality, with more

features and therefore more expensive. Up-sells products appear in the product page

and in the shopping cart.

Cross-sells products also appear in the product page. It is expected that these

products will be purchased in addition to the currently viewed product. The goal is

to make the customer to buy more products including the product that he wanted

to buy at the beginning.

Related products are usually displayed in the shopping cart page. It is expec-

ted that the customer will impulsively buy them additionally to already purchased

products. These products are similar to impulse buy at the cash registers in grocery

stores.

Figure 8.2: Melovely Recommendations

The both partner companies use already their own recommender systems de-

signed differently. Whereas recommendations in Melovely are created manually by

2http://www.magentocommerce.com/knowledge-base/entry/how-do-i-set-up-product-relations

http://www.magentocommerce.com/knowledge-base/entry/how-do-i-set-up-product-relations
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domain experts, recommendations for Naturideen are created using classical collab-

orative filtering approach.

Melovely uses only cross-sells recommendations. In the product page Melovely

web shop shows other products, which could be interesting for the user viewing

the product page (fig. 5.1). There isn’t any rule how many recommendations each

product has to have. However, in most cases each product has from three to ten

cross-selling recommendations (fig. 8.2). There are also few cases, in which products

have more than 30 recommendations. In addition to cross-sell recommendations for

some products, Melovely shows products from the same designer or product bundles,

which could fit together with the currently viewed product. Due to the fact, that

only few of the products have these information, it was ignored in the evaluation.

Recommendations for Naturideen are generated using the collaborative filtering

approach. If there is a significant number of customers, who have bought the given

product with another product together - there is an assumption that these products

are related. Naturideen uses all three types of recommendations provided by Magento

(cross-sell, up-sell and relation) (fig. 8.3). The number of recommendations per

product is more constant because they are created automatically. The most products

have between eight and ten cross-sell and relation recommendations. However, in

this evaluation only cross-sell recommendations were used for comparability with the

Melovely solution.

Figure 8.3: Naturideen Recommendations
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Figure 8.4: Evaluation results for Melovely (Q1: recommendation relevance)

8.3 Evaluation Results

For each provided recommendation the participants answered two questions showing

the recommendation relevance and serendipity. They gave ratings from one (strongly

disagree) to five (strongly agree) to show their satisfaction level with the provided

recommendations. In this section, the evaluation results received by the introduced

user study are given. The following sections describe the results in details.

8.3.1 Evaluation of Recommendation Results

Following figures 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 show the obtained evaluation results. These figures

compare the recommendations generated by the introduced approach (triangle), ex-

isting recommendations (square) and random recommendations (circle). The average

ratings for each recommendation types are sorted descending for better comparison

of the results.

The currently existing recommendations in Melovely (s. fig. 8.4) are created

manually by domain experts. The quality of such recommendations is high because

the domain experts are experienced and they know best their customers. A lot of

the generated recommendations match recommendations, which were determined

by the domain experts manually. However, the generated recommendations, which

do not match the existing, are rated higher. Consequently, the average value of the

generated recommendations is slightly better than of the existing. The quality of the

random recommendations is as expected much lower compared to the other types.

The Naturideen existing recommendations were created automatically with the

collaborative filtering approach. Figure 8.5 shows that there are not any existing

recommendation, which match the generated one. The recommendations generated

for Naturideen dataset were rated significantly better than the existing recommend-
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Figure 8.5: Evaluation results for Naturideen (Q1: recommendation relevance)
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Figure 8.6: Evaluation results for Melovely (Q2: recommendation serendipity)

ations. Unexpectedly, the random recommendations have just slightly worse per-

formance than the existing recommendations.

The evaluation results for recommendation serendipity for Melovely and Natur-

ideen datasets are shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7 correspondingly.

The results demonstrate that the serendipity performance of the generated recom-

mendations almost match the quality of the existing recommendations. In contrast

to that, the serendipity evaluation for Naturideen shows that the ratings for the gen-

erated recommendations are much better than for the existing, whereas the average

rating for the existing recommendations almost match the average ratings of the

random recommendations.

8.3.2 Evaluation of Semantic Measures

In the context of recommendation generation a product relatedness value was defined.

This value determines the strength of relation between two products. It is interest-
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Figure 8.7: Evaluation results for Naturideen (Q2: recommendation serendipity)

ing to measure to what extent the defined product relatedness score influences the

evaluated average rating. The dependency between the average rating and the cal-

culated product relatedness score is shown in figure 8.8. Figure 8.8a shows a graph

for the generated Melovely recommendation, whereas figure 8.8b shows a graph for

the generated Naturideen recommendations correspondingly. In the both graphs, it

can be seen that the values of the average rating have the tendency to grow up with

the growing recommendation scores. In both cases, there are few outliers but the

tendency is recognisable.

In order to calculate to which extent the average rating depends on the recom-

mendation score, the statistic correlations between these two variables are calculated.

Statistic Instruments for Result Evaluation

In statistics, correlation is any statistical relationship between two random variables

or two sets of data. There are several correlation coefficients, measuring the degree

of correlation. The most common of this is the Pearson product-moment correlation

coefficient, which calculates the strength of a linear association between two variables

or two sets of data and is denoted as r [Pearson, 1904/1948]. The Pearson correlation

coefficient, r, can take a range of values −1 ≤ r ≤ 1. A value of zero indicates that

there is no association between two variables. Positive values indicate a positive

association, negative values indicate a negative association.

The Pearson correlation coefficient can be used if following assumptions are ap-

plicable to the data. Firstly, the variables must be either interval or ratio meas-

urements. The data, which is used in this calculation is measured in intervals. The

semantic measure is measured in the interval from 0.0 to 1.0 and the range of average

rating is between 1.0 and 5.0. Secondly, the relationship between the two variables

should be linear. The figures 8.8a and 8.8b show that the relationship is close to
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Figure 8.8: Dependency between score and user rating in generated recommendations
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range interpretation

0.0 - 0.1 no correlation

0.1 - 0.3 weak

0.3 - 0.5 moderate

0.5 - 0.7 large

0.7 - 0.9 very large

0.9 - 1.0 almost perfect

Table 8.1: Correlation coefficients interpretation

taxonomical structured unstructured

category style manuf material gender color name descr meta

-0.1901 0.0355 0.1733 0.1557 -0.0889 0.4232 0.3729 0.4408 0.5369

Table 8.2: Pearson Correlation between attribute relatedness values and user ratings

for Melovely

linear. Finally, the outliers should be kept to a minimum. There are some outliers

in the both data sets but the number of the outliers is not significant.

The Pearson correlation is calculated using the following equation:

r =
Σ(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√

Σ(xi − x̄)2Σ(yi − ȳ)2
(8.1)

The interpretation of the Pearson correlation coefficient suggested by Cohen

[1988] is given in table 8.1.

The calculated Pearson correlation between the product relatedness measure and

the average recommendation rating for Melovely is r = 0.521 and for Naturideen

is r = 0.6557. According to the table 8.1, both correlation values determine large

correlation between the introduced measure and the average rating.

Attribute Relatedness Evaluation

The product relatedness measure is calculated as a linear combination of the at-

tribute relatedness measures. These attribute relatedness measures are calculated

using different strategies described in the section 6.4. It is interesting to analyse,

to which extent each attribute relatedness measure influences the overall recom-

mendation rating. Table 8.2 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for Melovely

attributes. The table shows that unstructured attributes (name, description, meta

keywords) influence the overall rating more than structured attributes (style, manu-

facturer, material, gender). In addition, the color attribute has high correlation with

the average rating because the color attribute is considered to be significant for the

jewelery domain. The attribute relatedness of the taxonomical value is even slightly
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taxonomical structured unstructured

category caffeine aroma name short desc description meta ingredients

0.4749 0.2823 0.1757 0.4221 0.378 0.361 0.4476 0.4975

Table 8.3: Pearson Correlation between attribute relatedness values and user rating

for Naturideen

negative. It is assumed that the participants do not like recommendations with the

type, which is too similar to the type of the given product.

Table 8.3 provides an overview of the Naturideen attribute relatedness calcula-

tion. The correlation values for unstructured attributes are again better than for

structured. The attribute ’ingredients’ seams to be the most important attribute for

the tea and spices domain. The Naturideen ’ingredients’ attribute relatedness was

also calculated as unstructured because the ingredients can be mapped to DBpedia

entities directly. It is important to mention that not every Naturideen product con-

tains ’caffeine’ or ’aroma’ attribute. Nevertheless, these product characteristics were

unimportant for the participants. The ’category’ attribute is more important than

in case of Melovely because e.g. for tea products the participants expected to get tea

recommendations and not coffee or spices. In difference to jewelery domain, where

participants expect to get recommendations also from other categories.

In this section, evaluation parameters for semantic measures and recommender

systems were introduced. In order to evaluate semantic measures, the calculated

results are usually compared with some predefined ’ground truth’. This approach

has a limitation, that it is not possible to get results better than the ’ground truth’.

That is why, the design of a user study, where human experts can rate the quality

of provided recommendations, was considered as a better choice for this work. The

provided results have shown the comparison of the recommendations created by

currently used recommender systems with the recommendations generated by the

introduced novel approach. The next section gives an interpretation of the obtained

results and discusses their quality.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

In the previous section, the quality of the generated recommendations was analysed

in comparison with existing recommendation approaches (manual expert selection

and collaborative filtering). The evaluation shows that, the introduced approach

performs better than the two existing recommender systems, which are currently

used by the e-commerce partners.

The generated recommendations for Melovely perform only slightly better than

the currently existing recommendations created by the Melovely domain experts

(s. fig. 8.4). This is based on the fact that the domain experts know well the

preferences of the consumers and their recommendations are based on the long term

experience. The quality of such recommendations is very high. That is why even

the same rating with the manual created recommendations is already a good result

for an automatic recommender system. The drawback of manual recommendations

is that their creation is a time consuming and an expensive process. Especially, with

the growing number of products human experts are not able any more to keep the

overview of the complete product assortment. Therefore, many relevant products

remain undiscovered and unrecommended. Additionally, this approach is completely

inappropriated for the customers with the big product databases (e.g. Amazon).

Figure 8.4 shows that some generated and existing recommenders produce often

the same good recommendations. For the worst cases the generated recommenda-

tions perform much better than the existing (except of two outliers). This fact verifies

that even for complex cases the proposed recommender can provide good results and

meets the users’ expectations. The average rating for the generated recommenda-

tions is almost 4.0 from 5, which means that the participants were generally satisfied

with the provided recommendations.

The average rating for Naturideen generated recommendations is much better

than for the existing recommendations(s. fig. 8.5). Naturideen uses collaborative

filtering recommender system and as discussed in the section 2.2, collaborative fil-

tering systems suffer from cold-start and sparsity problems, if there are not enough
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customers who have purchased the same items. Since Naturideen is a small company

with few thousands of customers, there are many products in the product data set,

which were not purchased often enough. This leads to the wrong interpretation of

co-purchasing associations and therefore it decreases the quality of recommendations

for rarely purchased items.

The random recommender for Naturideen have performed better than expected.

It is assumed that the reason for that is that 80% of all Naturideen articles are

different tea sorts. Therefore, there is high probability that the random recommend-

ations could fit to the given products. Moreover, the differences between tea sorts

are visually worse distinguishable than between jewellery articles.

The evaluation results confirm the assumption that the proposed content-based

recommender does not suffer from the sparsity problem. It can suggest good recom-

mendations even for new products, which nobody has purchased yet.

The analysis of the serendipity parameters (s. fig 8.6 and 8.7) also shows bet-

ter results for the proposed approach compared to the existing ones. In addition,

the results demonstrate that the average serendipity rating for the generated re-

commendations is lower than the relevance performance. This is based on the fact

that participants gave better relevance ratings for more similar articles. With the

growing relevance the serendipity value decreases. The differences between Melovely

(s. fig. 8.6) and Naturideen (s. fig. 8.7) serendipity performance may be based on

the stronger homogeneity of the Naturideen products. The participants can better

perceive the visual differences between jewelery articles than between tea sorts.

The correlation analysis of the semantic score used for the generated recommend-

ations (s. fig. 8.8) shows that this score correlates good with the average ratings

given by the participants of the user study. The more precise investigation (s. table

8.2 and 8.3) demonstrates that the reason for this correlation is in the most cases

the semantic analysis of the unstructured product attributes.

The executed evaluation does not distinguish the performance of purely semantic

and purely content-based systems separately. Therefore, the correlation analysis can

only slightly indicate how much impact the semantic data has on a purely content-

based recommender system. An additional comprehensive analysis calculating the

actual impact could be useful.

Furthermore, the evaluation does not compare the chosen product relatedness

measure with other possible product relatedness available in research. In addition, for

each dataset the recommendations only with the default parameters were evaluated.

More intensive parameter adjusting based on the users evaluation could provide

better evaluation results.

In the current section, the evaluation results were discussed. The results have

shown that the suggested recommendation approach can provide better recommend-

ations than the existing recommender systems. The defined semantic measure cor-
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relates with the user ratings and the strongest correlation is based on the semantic

analysis of the unstructured attributes. The last section concludes this thesis and

provides suggestions for the future work.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, the hypothesis ‘a content-based recommender system, which uses

Linked Open Data can provide better recommendations than traditional non person-

alised recommender systems‘ has been proved by implementing a prototype based

on a novel approach and evaluated with a comprehensive user study.

The concluding evaluation shows that incorporating semantics into a content-

based system can increase the quality of recommendations compared with the cur-

rently used solutions and therefore confirms the hypothesis.

However, the design of a completely domain independent semantic content-based

recommender system was not fulfilled. The additional domain specific information

is required to provide better recommendation results. The current work has shown,

that the combination of a classical content-based approach with semantic meta in-

formation can increase the quality of the recommendations.

In addition, the introduced approach has some limitations and therefore improve-

ment opportunities for the future work.

The suggested approach uses DBpedia as a domain independent data source,

which should fit for all cases. However, it could be better to restrict the semantic data

source to a particular domain by selection of entities only for relevant categories. For

instance, for Naturideen such categories could be not only food and beverages, but

also nature, geography, emotions, etc. This can help to reduce product relatedness

connections based on non domain significant entities.

The provided approach completely ignores personal information of users because

recommendations are generated independently on user preferences or purchasing his-

tory. This helps to overcome limitations of personalised recommender systems such

as new user cold-start problem and data sparsity. However, user personality is an

important factor, which influences user interests and behaviour. If this information is

available it should be used to personalise the recommendations. Probably, the com-

bination of a classical collaborative filtering approach with semantic content-based

recommenders to a hybrid one can improve the recommendation performance even
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more.

Furthermore, the suggested approach creates only one list with recommendations

for each product. Due to the fact, that recommendations are also situational depend-

ent, different recommendation types should be provided for different purposes. For

example, Magento framework uses three types of recommendations: cross-selling (to

influence the customer buy more products), up-selling (to influence the customer buy

products with better quality and therefore more expensive) and related (displayed

on a shopping cart page to influence customer to buy more products impulsively).

These three recommendation types have their specific peculiarities. For instance, by

up-selling products the attributes of recommendations should be more similar to the

given product than by cross-selling or related. In the provided approach situational

context was ignored.

The Semantic Web provides a lot of tools to get technically closer to human

perception of semantic. In this thesis, only few of them were used. In order to enrich

the product information with more complex semantic interconnections, the provided

approach can be improved with complex description logic such as OWL and OWL

DL. For example, it can be explicitly expressed that some product should not contain

some ingredients, etc.

In this work only product name, description and meta information were used as

unstructured data source. Semantic analysis of customer reviews including linguistic

and sentiment analysis could be useful. This information can be used in order to

express not only positive, but also negative connections between products.

The evaluation has shown good results on two relative small product sets. It is

assumed that this approach will also perform well with big number of heterogeneous

products and for diverse (not only e-commerce) domains. This assumption should

be also proved in the future work.

The main contribution of this thesis is on one hand, the design and analysis of a

semantic measure for complex structures such e-commerce products. On the other

hand, the implementation of a prototype showing that the use of semantic Linked

Open Data information can increase the quality of non-personalized recommender

systems. The author hopes that his work assures others that the use of the Se-

mantic Web can have positive impact on e-commerce recommender systems and it

will lead to design more advanced content-based recommenders, which can better in-

terpret the semantic connections between products and consequently provide better

recommendations.
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Glossary

Cold start problem limitation occurs, when a new user or a new item is intro-

duced to the system, because there isn’t any information about user’s former

purchases or purchasing history of some item.

Collaborative Filtering is a recommendation technique, which uses information

about former customer purchases and builds similarity neighborhoods between

this customer and other customers.

Community-based Recommender System is a special type of collaborative fil-

tering recommenders. The neighborhood formation is based on the social re-

lationships and not on similarity. There is an assumption that people tend to

rely more on recommendations from their friends than on recommendations

from similar but anonymous individuals.

Content-based Recommender System recommends products that have similar

content to the given product.

Context is a linguistic definition, refers to a surrounding text helping to interpret

the meaning of a word.

Correlation is a statistical relationship between two variables.

Cross-sell Recommendations are products, which are meant to be purchased in

addition to the product customer is currently viewing.

Data Sparsity limitation occurs, when there are not enough customers have pur-

chased the current item yet and therefore no valuable recommendations can be

generated.

DBpedia is a community-based project, which extracts structured information from

Wikipedia and stores it in form of RDF-triples.

Demographic Filtering is a recommendation, which uses personal demographic

information about the user and clusters the user to the users with similar

demographic characteristics.

Disambiguation the process of eliminating language ambiguaty.
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Holonymy is a semantic relation, which defines the relationship between a term

and its part (PART-OF relationship).

Information Content (Entropy) is the amount of information contained in a

message.

Knowledge-based Recommender System is a recommender system, which uses

domain specific knowledge about how an item features meet users needs.

Linked Open Data is a community-based project aiming to extend the Web with

collaborative knowledge sources by publishing open datasets, which are inter-

linked with RDF triples to a common global semantic network.

Melovely is a German e-commerce company selling jewelery and accessoires.

Meronymy is a semantic relation, which defines the relationship between a part

and its generalisation.

Named Entity Recognition is an information retrieval technique, which extracts

semantic entities from an unstructured text.

Naturideen is a German e-commerce company selling tea, coffee and spices.

Novelty and Serendipity are qualities of recommendations, which express the

’non-obviousness’ of the recommendation. The discovery of originally unex-

pected but positive surprising recommendation.

Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization.

Polysemy is an ability of some words have multiple meanings.

Recommender Systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions

for items to be of use for the user. These suggestions are offered as ranked lists

of items, with the assumption that the best ranked item is the most interesting

item for the user.

Related Recommendation is a product, which appears in the shopping cart page

and is expected that the customer will impulsively buy additionally to his

current purchasing. It is similar to impulse buy at the cash registers in grocery

stores.

Semantic Relatedness is a semantic measure, which determines the strength of

the semantic interactions between two elements without restriction regarding

the type of semantic links.

Semantic Similarity is a semantic measure, which determines the strength of the

semantic interactions between two elements by only considering taxonomical

relationships.
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SPARQL is a Semantic Web language, which is used to query Linked Open Data

sources.

Structured Attribute is a product attribute, which value belongs to a small num-

ber of possible predefined values (e.g. concept, taxonomy, dictionary).

Synonymy is an ability of multiple words have the same meaning.

Taxonomy is a subject-based classification that arranges the terms in a controlled

vocabulary, and allows related terms to be grouped together and categorized.

Unstructured Attribute is a product attribute, which value can not be predefined

and which is not organized in a pre-defined manner (e.g. plain text). The

unstructured data is difficult automatically interpretable due to language am-

biguities.

Up-sell Recommendation products, which are meant to be purchased instead of

product that the customer is currently viewing. This products could be with

better quality or of the higher class and therefore more expensive.
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Appendix A

SPARQL Requests

A.1 Find all Entities for Given Product

Figure A.1 shows SPARQL request graph for finding all entities ei ∈ E for a given

product pi. Rounded squares represent nodes in the request. Ellipses are literals.

Dashed nodes are used only for connections of other nodes. Since RDF is a graph,

the SPARQL request tries to find sub graphs that match the given pattern.

A.2 Find Related Products

Figure A.2 shows SPARQL request graph for finding related products in the data

source. Given a product: pi. Find all other products pj ∈ P, which are related to the

given product. In this case, the two patterns from the graph A.1 can be recognised.

This patterns are connected with the simentity node with the corresponding entity

relatedness value relE(ei, ej). In addition, these patterns are connected with the same

attribute type ai. The literal values are used to calculate the product relatedness

value as:

relP(pi, pj) =
∑

(w(ak) ∗ |(ei, (ak, vali))|+ |(ei, (ak, valj))|
2

∗ relE(ei, ej)) (A.1)

where (ei, (ak, valj)) is denoted as entity ei extracted from attribute (ak, valj).
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ei

?attributeEntity1

|(ei, (ak, vali))|

(ak, vali)

vali

pi

Figure A.1: SPARQL Query: Find entities for given product

?simEntity

ak

w(ak)

relE(ei, ej)

ei

?attributeEntity1

|(ei, (ak, vali))|
(ak, vali)

vali

pi

ej

?attributeEntity2

|(ej , (ak, valj))|
(ak, valj)

pj

valj

Figure A.2: SPARQL Request: Find related products
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Appendix B

Evaluation Results

B.1 Melovely Evaluation Results

Table B.1 shows the evaluation results for Melovely. Products and their recommend-

ations can be found with URL http://www.melovely.de/catalog/product/view/

id/<product_id>/1, where the < product_id > is a product_id or recommenda-

tion_id from the table.

recommendation average rating

Nr. prod id id type
question1

(relevance)

question2

(serendipity)

1 920 917 existing 4.1923 3.7308

2 920 851 existing 4.1111 3.6296

3 920 916 existing 3.9615 3.5385

4 920 855 existing 3.4231 3.1852

5 920 917 generated 4.1923 3.7143

6 920 1237 generated 4.1923 3.6923

7 920 923 generated 3.9630 3.4615

8 920 925 generated 3.8077 3.3462

9 920 1801 random 2.0370 2.6923

10 920 3651 random 2.0000 2.5806

11 1815 1220 existing 3.8148 3.4615

12 1815 1817 existing 3.7778 3.4074

13 1815 1219 existing 3.6154 3.2308

14 1815 1218 existing 3.5556 3.1923

15 1815 1813 generated 4.1481 3.6000

16 1815 1814 generated 3.8889 3.4615

17 1815 1812 generated 3.8148 3.3846

1Last accessed: 25 September 2014

http://www.melovely.de/catalog/product/view/id/<product_id>/
http://www.melovely.de/catalog/product/view/id/<product_id>/
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recommendation average rating

Nr. prod id id type
question1

(relevance)

question2

(serendipity)

18 1815 1817 generated 3.7778 3.2308

19 1815 2623 random 3.3333 3.4074

20 1815 2669 random 1.6667 2.2308

21 3031 2182 existing 4.2692 3.8462

22 3031 3027 existing 4.0385 3.6154

23 3031 3026 existing 3.8846 3.5313

24 3031 2182 generated 4.2692 3.7308

25 3031 2190 generated 4.0769 3.5769

26 3031 2190 existing 4.0769 3.5769

27 3031 2191 generated 4.0000 3.5000

28 3031 2181 generated 3.8462 3.4074

29 3031 1931 random 1.6923 2.2857

30 3031 565 random 1.6154 2.1111

31 3122 3098 existing 4.2308 3.8125

32 3122 1948 existing 4.1538 3.6400

33 3122 3095 existing 3.8462 3.5172

34 3122 3094 existing 3.8462 3.5000

35 3122 1752 generated 4.0385 3.5000

36 3122 1754 generated 4.0385 3.5000

37 3122 3610 generated 3.8077 3.3333

38 3122 3360 generated 3.6538 3.0968

39 3122 563 random 1.6154 2.0385

40 3122 2247 random 1.6154 2.0385

41 3132 3130 existing 4.2800 3.8966

42 3132 3129 existing 3.8077 3.4615

43 3132 2343 existing 2.5833 2.8750

44 3132 3036 existing 2.4400 2.6923

45 3132 3133 generated 4.3462 3.8966

46 3132 3134 generated 4.1538 3.6296

47 3132 3140 generated 3.6800 3.1923

48 3132 3139 generated 3.6400 3.0435

49 3132 1831 random 2.3077 3.0323

50 3132 4139 random 2.0000 2.5667

51 3446 3443 existing 4.7692 4.0769

52 3446 3445 existing 4.4615 3.9091
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recommendation average rating

Nr. prod id id type
question1

(relevance)

question2

(serendipity)

53 3446 3444 existing 4.1923 3.6538

54 3446 2282 existing 3.2692 3.1852

55 3446 3443 generated 4.7692 4.0968

56 3446 3441 generated 3.6923 3.2308

57 3446 2287 generated 2.3462 2.7308

58 3446 2292 generated 2.2692 2.6538

59 3446 4160 random 2.8077 3.2800

60 3446 4229 random 1.7692 2.3462

61 3516 3512 existing 3.6923 3.3158

62 3516 3373 existing 2.7308 3.1111

63 3516 1810 existing 2.5385 2.7143

64 3516 3360 existing 2.3462 2.5769

65 3516 3507 generated 4.3077 3.7333

66 3516 3508 generated 3.9231 3.4615

67 3516 3512 generated 3.6923 3.1944

68 3516 3513 generated 3.3846 3.0385

69 3516 3278 random 1.9600 2.4815

70 3516 3870 random 1.6923 2.2308

71 3556 3554 existing 4.2121 3.7692

72 3556 2174 existing 4.1818 3.6429

73 3556 2987 existing 4.0000 3.6129

74 3556 3433 existing 3.2121 3.1111

75 3556 1216 generated 3.8065 3.2593

76 3556 2177 generated 3.2857 2.9615

77 3556 1542 generated 3.2581 2.9375

78 3556 1218 generated 3.0938 2.8077

79 3556 562 random 2.2581 2.8462

80 3556 2649 random 1.9677 2.5185

81 3812 3795 existing 4.2000 3.7308

82 3812 3797 existing 4.0714 3.6154

83 3812 3794 existing 4.0000 3.5769

84 3812 3615 existing 2.6667 3.0000

85 3812 3814 generated 4.4828 3.9667

86 3812 3813 generated 4.3929 3.9231

87 3812 3795 generated 4.2000 3.7308
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recommendation average rating

Nr. prod id id type
question1

(relevance)

question2

(serendipity)

88 3812 3796 generated 4.0714 3.5769

89 3812 2219 random 1.9333 2.3548

90 3812 3560 random 1.9286 2.3548

91 3880 3868 existing 3.7586 3.3462

92 3880 3877 existing 3.7436 3.3462

93 3880 3628 existing 2.6452 2.9615

94 3880 3788 existing 2.3548 2.6774

95 3880 3891 generated 4.7188 4.0323

96 3880 3882 generated 4.3125 3.8462

97 3880 3894 generated 4.2333 3.7308

98 3880 3884 generated 3.8333 3.3871

99 3880 1844 random 1.9355 2.3846

100 3880 2673 random 1.6129 1.9615

Table B.1: Melovely Evaluation Results
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B.2 Naturideen Evaluation Results

Table B.2 shows the evaluation results for Naturideen. Products and their recom-

mendations can be found with URL http://www.naturideen.de/catalog/product/

view/id/<product_id>/2, where the < product_id > is a product id or recommend-

ation id from the table.

recommendation average rating

product_id id type
question1

(relevance)

question2

(serendipity)

1 36 163 generated 3.8636 3.1304

2 36 378 generated 3.5909 3.0909

3 36 649 generated 3.4891 3.1891

4 36 880 existing 2.8571 2.9524

5 36 1161 existing 2.3793 2.5172

6 36 1187 existing 2.4783 3.3478

7 36 1539 random 1.7273 2.9048

8 36 1585 existing 4.1304 3.3913

9 36 3561 generated 2.8400 2.8400

10 36 3596 random 3.6190 3.1818

11 78 10 existing 3.1429 3.1905

12 78 71 generated 4.0000 3.2727

13 78 77 generated 4.4231 3.5385

14 78 81 generated 4.2273 3.4545

15 78 85 generated 4.2273 3.4091

16 78 305 existing 2.6957 3.1739

17 78 337 existing 3.2273 2.7727

18 78 377 existing 3.1818 2.8182

19 78 515 random 3.2727 3.2727

20 78 1184 random 2.3636 3.1818

21 110 322 existing 3.8800 3.2174

22 110 419 generated 4.1250 3.1250

23 110 435 existing 3.5200 3.2500

24 110 447 existing 3.6970 3.6774

25 110 714 generated 4.3600 3.6000

26 110 1591 random 3.6250 3.6667

27 110 1675 existing 2.5600 2.8000

28 110 2172 generated 4.3600 3.8800

29 110 2403 random 3.1200 3.0800

2Last accessed: 25 September 2014

http://www.naturideen.de/catalog/product/view/id/<product_id>/
http://www.naturideen.de/catalog/product/view/id/<product_id>/
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30 110 3414 generated 4.2800 3.4583

31 1358 8 existing 2.3478 3.0435

32 1358 317 random 2.1364 3.0455

33 1358 1302 existing 1.6818 2.1364

34 1358 1306 existing 1.6522 2.0435

35 1358 1339 generated 4.0000 3.3913

36 1358 1344 generated 4.0435 3.5652

37 1358 1346 existing 4.2174 3.7826

38 1358 1349 generated 4.2400 3.5600

39 1358 1354 generated 3.9130 3.2917

40 1358 2692 random 2.1818 3.4091

41 1563 1521 generated 3.0000 3.3000

42 1563 1537 generated 4.1364 3.5455

43 1563 1564 generated 4.5833 3.6250

44 1563 1565 generated 4.6818 3.4091

45 1563 1620 existing 4.0952 3.9048

46 1563 1661 existing 3.1818 3.4091

47 1563 1675 existing 2.8571 3.1905

48 1563 1695 existing 3.8095 3.5714

49 1563 3340 random 1.9091 2.8182

50 1563 3346 random 1.8182 2.2727

51 1797 954 random 3.9545 3.1429

52 1797 955 generated 3.9545 3.8571

53 1797 1000 existing 4.0435 3.3043

54 1797 1017 generated 2.9545 3.0000

55 1797 1040 existing 3.8182 3.0952

56 1797 1054 existing 3.9091 2.9545

57 1797 1397 existing 1.6818 2.3810

58 1797 2346 random 2.0909 2.6364

59 1797 3561 generated 3.5238 2.9500

60 1797 3570 generated 3.7500 3.3333

61 1868 1369 random 1.7727 2.4500

62 1868 1570 existing 2.1250 2.3750

63 1868 1571 existing 1.8636 2.5455

64 1868 1693 existing 1.9091 2.6818

65 1868 1869 generated 4.1818 3.0909

66 1868 1874 generated 4.4091 3.4545

67 1868 1948 random 1.9545 2.7273
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68 1868 2313 existing 2.6400 2.7600

69 1868 2775 generated 4.4091 3.8182

70 1868 2989 generated 4.5455 3.3333

Table B.2: Naturideen Evaluation Results
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